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Thank You Hellesdon

N

OW, you are all more than aware that I am not a person
who is often lost for words (no, you don’t have to
comment on that statement Crootie!). However, during
a meeting with Hellesdon Parish Council on 14 January that I
attended with Bex Cross to discuss the creation of a
community orchard, I was “totally gob-smacked”!
Chairman David King said that,
when considering my e-mail in
which I requested “a donation of a
minimum of £25 for the coming
year” his Council felt that I had not
asked for enough.
Not nearly
enough.
As I took in what he had said David left the
room, returning fairly soon wearing his chain of
office and carrying a large box of chocolates
and what appeared to be a poster.
The chocolates were for Bex as a token of
thanks for her work on the project to improve
Mountfield Park with the planting of 80 trees. I
was so pleased to see that as she had worried
a lot about whether it would be a success. It
was her first real project but she really did well.
She could rightly feel very proud and that was a
lovely gesture from her parish council.
Then David turned toward me and said that
the Council had decided on a donation, but they
felt that a different sum was more appropriate.
As he turned the “poster” around, I saw it was
actually one of those large presentation
cheques (the type you get if you’ve won the
lottery … not that I’ve ever won the lottery!).
I saw some zeros and a 1 and was delighted
to receive a £100 donation. However, I then
looked a little closer … I had missed a zero …
there were three of them … it was a cheque for
£1,000!! See why I was speechless?
It was a wonderful donation and shows just
how well Bex did. The Council obviously thinks
a great deal of her and she has been a
wonderful representative for our Network.
I have thoroughly enjoyed working with Bex.

Indeed, I would say it has been a privilege. In a
very short time, I have watched her blossom
from a very enthusiastic new recruit with some
questionable ideas into a very confident Tree
Warden who can tackle just about anything that
is thrown at her.
To emphasise that last point, when the
meeting resumed, Bex was asked if she could
create a community orchard on some unwanted
allotments. Her excitement was great to see.
Then, David King asked if it could be done
this year … in the current planting season. Bex
looked across the table at me and I simply
raised my eyebrows and said that we probably
have just enough left in our tree planting budget
plus Richard Codling (Blofield) and Peter Croot
(Coltishall) have great experience of creating
community orchards and would no doubt be
pleased to advise.
It was like lighting the blue touch paper as
she exploded into excitement. “Oh yes. We can
do that!”
We plan to submit a proposal plan to the
Council at the start of February and to have the
trees in the ground by early March. Wow!! In
so doing we shall exhaust our 2019-2020 tree
planting budget from Broadland District Council.
So, I am sure that you will all join me in
congratulating “my pocket dynamo” and thank
her for raising our profile so very high.
Furthermore, I know that you will want to join
me in thanking Hellesdon Parish Council very
much indeed for such a generation donation (it
was forty times what I had requested!!!).

SO WELL DONE BEX AND
THANK YOU VERY MUCH INDEED
HELLESDON!

This Month’s Cover Picture
The common snowdrop Galanthus nivalis is
the variety commonly found in the UK. It is
the first flower to appear, even when the
ground is bitterly cold and icy. It heralds the
coming of spring and can be found between
January and March.
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Broadland Tree Warden Network Co-ordinator
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Left to right: Cllr Shelagh Gurney, Member of Norfolk County, Broadland District and Hellesdon
Parish Councils; John Fleetwood, Co-ordinator of the Broadland Tree Warden Network, Cllr David
King, Chairman of Hellesdon Parish Council; Bex Cross, Broadland Tree Warden for Hellesdon; and
Cllr Shaun Bush-Trivett, Hellesdon Parish Council.
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HEN I wrote the editorial for
the January edition of
Broadsheet the Australian
bush fires were becoming very
serious. That was in the second
week of December and I assumed
that the fires would soon subside.
How wrong I was!
Those fires have
developed into the worst ecological disaster this
planet has suffered for some time and, in my
opinion, it is a result of the action of Home
sapiens. How much longer can we bury our
heads in the sand? How much longer can world
leaders continue to build economies on fossil
fuels and other climate changing actions?
Even worse, why do some Australians
exacerbate the problems by deliberately starting
fires? Those arsonists have allowed Australian
politicians to excuse their decisions relating to
climate change. Liberal MP Craig Kelly claimed
that “arson is not caused by climate change”.
The MP, who is known for his climate change
scepticism, put forward his opinion on why the
country is gripped in a fire emergency during an
appearance on ABC's RN Breakfast show.
“Unprecedented” numbers of people had been
arrested and charged with arson offences, he
claimed. “The arson is not caused by climate
change.”
The claims of arson have already become a
political battleground, with some politicians and
commentators seizing on them to argue that the
impact of climate change has been overstated.
By early January, more than 180 people had
been arrested, accused of deliberately lighting
bushfires since the start of the horror season
which has taken the lives of so many people
and, just as importantly, millions of animals and
other innocent creatures.
Human beings have created the problem,
either by ignoring climate change or by so
stupidly starting fires. The wildlife is totally innocent. The island nation is home to more than
people, as animals from koalas to wallabies to
horses and birds call the brush their abode and
they are taking a major hit, with some estimates
suggesting 480 million animals in New South
Wales have been affected since the fires started
there in September, according to Chris
Dickman, an expert on Australian mammals and
a Fellow of the Australian Academy of Science.
As those of you who have known me for
some time will remember, I was very lucky to
have visited south-east Australia on a six week
business trip some ten years ago. I visited my
company’s factories in Melbourne, Kyabram,
Sydney, Brisbane and Taree. Oh, how I remember the drive from Melbourne to Kyabram and
seeing a road sign that warned “Beware, Joeys
crossing”. A few miles later I had to stop as a
family of kangaroos crossed the deserted
highway. It really was wonderful.
I remember walking through Albert Park in
Melbourne each evening after dinner watching
the possums wreaking havoc up the trees. The
Australians class them as a pest and I was
warned to steer clear as they are liable to run up
your leg… but they are so cute.
How wonderful it was arriving at our factory
in Taree every morning a seeing the koalas in
the trees. “They may look cuddly but they’ll rip
you to bits” I was warned. I didn’t care. They
have to be one of the most endearing species
on the planet.
There were also the cockatiels that woke me
up so early every morning, the bats screeching
in the large eucalypts adjacent to the hotel and
the countless other innocent wildlife species.
Even funnel web spiders and snakes such as
the eastern small-eyed snake and southern

death adder have a right to live and a place in
nature. Many have perished so painfully as a
result, one way or another, of man’s actions. At
the time of writing it has been estimated that
more the 1,000,000,000 creatures have
perished. Yes. One billion! Some of those
species are now facing extinction.
Could this be the year when we pass that
tipping point? Could this be the year when
we pass that point of no return? Are we
willing to take that chance?
I’m pleased to say that in mid-January there
was some heartening news when Adam Morton
of the Guardian reported that firefighters have
saved Australia’s groves of Wollemi pines, a
species of prehistoric tree known to survive only
in the Wollemi National Park in New South
Wales. Once widespread across Australia,
Wollemi pines reached their peak abundance
some 34 to 65 million years ago. As Australia
drifted northward and its climate cooled and
dried, the trees began a steady decline; today,
just 200 Wollemi pines grow on the northwestern outskirts of Sydney, in a deep, remote
gorge bounded by steep sandstone cliffs.
When the Gospers Mountain Fire, a “megablaze” that has been burning since October,
began encroaching on the trees’ last stand, “we
knew we needed to do everything we could to
save them,” said Matt Kean, New South Wales’
minister for energy and environment. A critical
rescue operation was launched by experts with
the New South Wales National Parks and
Wildlife Service and the New South Wales Rural
Fire Service.
Air tankers dropped fire retardant onto the
threatened area, and specialist firefighters were
winched down to the site from helicopters to set
up an irrigation system that would increase
moisture on the ground. When the flames got
close, firefighters were lowered into the area
once again to operate the irrigation system.
Helicopters bucketed water onto the edge of the
fire in the hope of reducing its impact on the
pines.
The fire eventually reached the Wollemi
groves and for days smoke was so thick that the
team could not tell if its operation had worked,
Kean told the Australian Broadcasting Corporation. When the haze cleared, experts found
that some of the trees were charred and two had
died, according to NPR’s Laurel Wamsley, but
on the whole, the species had survived.
The Wollemi pine, Wollemia nobilis, can
grow to more than 39m tall and is covered with
soft, brown nodules that have been described
as looking like both “chocolate crackles” and
“rabbit faeces.” It is an “exceedingly long-lived”
tree, according to the Australian government;
the oldest known Wollemi fossil is 90 million
years old, but scientists think the species has
existed since the Jurassic period, some 200
million years ago.
Experts once believed that the Wollemi pine
had gone extinct, but in 1994 David Noble, an
officer with the National Parks and Wildlife
Service, was rappelling through Wollemi Park’s
narrow canyons when he noticed a cluster of
unusual-looking trees. Subsequent analysis
revealed that Noble had “stumbled upon not
only an unknown species, but also a tree outside
any existing genus of the ancient Araucariaceae
family of conifers,” Stephen McLoughlin and Vivi
Vajda reported for American Scientist.
Today, the precise location of Australia’s
surviving Wollemi pines is a carefully guarded
secret. Officials are concerned that should
visitors trample regenerating plants in the area,
or introduce new diseases, it would “devastate
the remaining populations and their recovery,”
Kean explains.
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Though it posed an unnerving threat to the
fragile trees, the recent bushfire is helping
scientists figure out how to best protect Wollemi
pines from future conflagrations—a crucial line
of inquiry, given that climate change is making
the country’s fire seasons longer and more
intense.
“The 2019 wildfire is the first ever opportunity
to see the fire response of mature Wollemi pine
in a natural setting, which will help us refine the
way we manage fire in these sites long-term,”
Kean said.

I

N the first month of this year it
appeared that we were inundated
with organisations introducing
tree planting schemes. Millions of
trees have been promised.
There are dedicated articles on two of these
in this edition of Broadsheet. The Tree Council’s
“Be a Tree Angel” scheme with the Daily Mail
has been enormously successful and, closer to
home, Norfolk County Council has launched its
Tree Planting and Resilience Strategy which
plans to plant a million trees in the next 5 years.
Other schemes include a very ambitious one
by the Woodland Trust and the National Trust is
planning to create new woodland equivalent to
42 Sherwood Forests as part of efforts to
achieve "net zero" emissions by 2030.
The organisation, which cares for
countryside, coasts, castles and stately homes,
is aiming to plant and establish 20 million trees
over 10 years to tackle the climate crisis.
It made the announcement, which it says is
one of the biggest woodland expansion and tree
planting projects in the UK and will cost around
£90-100 million, to mark its 125th anniversary.
By the end of the decade, new trees and
natural regeneration of woods will cover more
than 18,000 hectares (44,000 acres), an area
one-and-a-half times the size of Manchester (or
42 Sherwood Forests) and it will mean that 17%
of the land the National Trust looks after will be
wooded, an increase from 10% today.
The focus will be on planting on farmland,
including in upland areas, that the Trust owns,
rather than in country estates, but director
general Hilary McGrady said they would be
working with farmers to deliver the targets.
It is a level of tree cover which the charity
says is needed on a nationwide basis to meet
Government targets to cut greenhouse gas
emissions, and will deliver additional benefits
such as public access and habitats for nature.
Other initiatives to help the nearly six million
member-strong trust achieve net zero emissions
include maintaining peat bogs, which like trees
absorb and store carbon, investing in more
renewable energy, and cutting its carbon
footprint.
Efforts will focus on the National Trust's own
pollution, but Ms McGrady acknowledged the
impact of visitors, many of whom travel by car to
the organisation's properties. She said the trust
was beginning to try and measure the impact of
visitor emissions and find ways to encourage
more sustainable transport.
The charity, which was founded in the 19th
century to protect and care for natural and
historic places, also said it plans to work with
other organisations to create "green corridors"
that connect people in urban areas to nature. It
will also continue work to protect nature, such
as clean up rivers and reintroduce species such
as water voles and beavers, Ms McGrady said.
She said: "It's our 125th year and the
National Trust has always been here for the
benefit of everyone. That is why we are making
these ambitious announcements in response to

what is needed from our institution today. As
Europe's biggest conservation charity, we have
a responsibility to do everything we can to fight
climate change, which poses the biggest threat
to the places, nature and collections we care
for."
She also said: "People need nature now
more than ever. If they connect with it then they
look after it and working together is the only way
we can reverse the decline in wildlife and the
challenges we face due to climate change."
A year-long campaign to connect people
with nature will include schemes to celebrate
Britain's blossom season, watching dawns for
property rooftops and even dancing outdoors.
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WAS disappointed to read on
the BBC website that tests aiming to establish the truth of a
legend claiming that Pocahontas
planted a mulberry tree in Norfolk
have proved inconclusive.
The Native American travelled to England in
1616 with husband John Rolfe after helping
save a colonialist's life. Legend has it she
planted a mulberry tree at a manor house in
Heacham, where Rolfe was from, but DNA
analysis of the tree and others have proved
inconclusive.
Rolfe and Pocahontas spent 10 months in
England when it is said she planted a tree at her
husband's family home, now Heacham Manor
Hotel.
Pocahontas was the daughter of Chief
Powhatan, leader of a Native American tribe.
Legend has she negotiated the release of Capt
John Smith, earning her a reputation as a
peacemaker. After Smith returned to England,
she was captured and spent a year in the
English encampment. There she converted to
Christianity and married John Rolfe, adopting
the name Rebecca Rolfe
During her time in England she was
received by the court of King James I.
Pocahontas was buried in the chancel of St
George's Church, Gravesend, on 21 March
1617
Researchers at the Forestry Commission
carried out DNA research following claims by a
retired Heacham resident who has extensively
researched the Pocahontas legend.
It was hoped this might establish a DNA
connection between the hotel's tree and other
very old mulberry trees at Buckingham Palace,
Syon House in west London and Narford Hall,
Norfolk.
It was thought Pocahontas might have
visited one of these trees and collected seeds,
and research could establish whether they were
forebears of the Heacham tree.
Joan Cottrell, from the Forestry Commission,
said scientists had "attempted to fingerprint"
eight trees "but failed to get clear results". She
said tests showed the eight trees "probably"
belonged to the same clone, but that the work
was "not conclusive".

B

ROADLAND District Council
is proposing to create a new
country
park
between
Felthorpe and Horsford after paying
£700,000 for almost 140 acres of
land.
Council leaders hope the new park, next to
acres of common land, will be comparable to
Whitlingham Country Park and will encourage
people in and around the city to enjoy nature
closer to home.

The council has £1m to spend on it, thanks
to money generated by business rates, the
community infrastructure levy and contributions
from developers.
Annie Sommazzi, infrastructure delivery
officer, said the park would feature walking and
cycling routes and the different types of terrain including fenland, grazing land and woodland should make it a good draw for nature lovers.
I would love it if our council was to invite us
to be part of the tree planting exercise. Hint.

I

LOVE Walk in the Woods. It is
the time when community
groups, environmental organisations, local authorities and Tree
Wardens organise Walks in the
Woods.
Events as diverse as bluebell trails and
healthy walking routes, bat and badger watches,
treasure hunts, tree trails and woodland open
days. It is also an annual reminder that more
trees and woodlands need to be planted now if
there are to be any for future generations to
enjoy.
Get the locals to join you in your local wood
or park. Bex Cross can use Mountfield Park and
tell people why we carried out the planting.
Angus Turvill will no doubt wish to take people
for an informative stroll around Keys Hill Wood.
Peter Croot will … no hang on … who would
want to go for a walk with him?
If you don’t have a suitable wood or park
then that’s no excuse. Have a walk in the street.
I used to do it when I was Brundall’s Tree
Warden. We would start at one end of The
Street and walk the half a mile to the other end
looking at the wonderful trees that adorn that
part of the village.
People walk along there every day and never
notice the trees. You can throw in some history
of the properties along the route. Be careful
though. Someone will always know more that
you!!!!!
Of course, it’s another opportunity to involve
a local school or the guides or scouts. You’ll
need a fair bit of support though as youngsters
have a habit of stepping into the highway without
looking just a motorist hares along, ignoring the
speed limit and playing with his or her mobile
‘phone. A bit of thought and some, care and
attention can soon overcome that danger.
This year you won’t be on your own. You are
not a parish Tree Warden but part of the
Broadland Tree Warden Network, that growing
band of volunteers who are really helping to
improve the local environment.
As one satisfied parishioner said to me about
his Tree Warden, “She has been very helpful to
me explaining how better it would be to keep the
tree in my garden than have it cut down. She’s
saved me £250 as well”.
So why not give it a try? Organise an event
now. You have plenty of time. Oh yes. Don’t
forget to let Broadsheet know how it all went.
We would all like to know,
Go on. You know it makes sense!!

ITTING here at my laptop at
the end of January, completing my editorial for this 185th
edition of Broadsheet, I am looking
back at the busiest month I have
had in my almost three decades as
a Tree Warden.

S

Before I retired from work, although I could
write Broadsheet in a hotel room (or the bar!!) or
maybe on a flight or train journey, I often found
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it difficult to keep up with things in my parish and
normally had a mad rush at the weekend …
much to Lesley’s disapproval.
Then, once I had retired, things became
much easier and life took on a much slower
pace … much to Lesley’s approval,
Then I took on the co-ordination role of our
Network plus the role of East Anglian representative on the Tree Council’s Pilot Advisory
Group. Both positions that I am extremely proud
to hold and thoroughly enjoy.
January, however, was without doubt the
busiest month I’ve had so far.
At Christmas I thought that I had got through
the busy period. The orders for trees etc were
all in (or so I thought) and processed by Jamie
Henry and the major planting schemes in Keys
Hill Wood in Wroxham and Mountfield Park in
Hellesdon had been completed.
Since Christmas though things have gone
manic. I’m in the doghouse with Lesley again
but it has been a fantastic start to 2020.
This Network has really gone from strength
to strength and I am so grateful to you all … not
to mention enormously proud …for what we
have achieved in such a very short time.
January showed just how far we have come.
Another major planting project to complete this
year (Hellesdon Community Orchard) and
another for next year (Brundall cemetery); a
major woodland management project (Low
Farm Wood in Brundall); two new Tree
Wardens; a seat on the Tree Council’s Pilot
Advisory Group giving us the opportunity to help
shape the future of Tree Wardening; more
schoolchildren involved in our projects than ever
before; and recognition of our Network resulting
in us being recognised as a stakeholder in
Norfolk County Council’s ambitious Tree
Planting and Resilience Strategy.
Yes, it means that I seem to have something
new to deal with every day but that is no
complaint. If that is a result of our success then
bring it on!!

F

INALLY for this February 2020
editorial, I am delighted to
report that we have spent all
of our 2019-2020 £3,000 tree
planting budget kindly provided by
Broadland District Council.
That means that we have planted more
trees than ever before, including those years
that we were the Broadland District Council
scheme. So I both thank and congratulate those
of you who have given your time and effort to
make it all happen.
Most satisfying to me has been the number
of school pupils we have involved in the
planting.
Bex Cross, when planting in
Mountfield Park in Hellesdon, and Angus Turvill,
in the renovation of Wroxham’s Keys Hill Wood,
have led the way.
However, I want to also thank those of you
who donated your time and effort to those
projects. You helped show how much more we
can achieve when we work as a team.
As this planting season draws to a close I
am aware that some of you are already planning
next year’s planting and, indeed, my Pocket
Dynamo, Bex Cross, still has her community
orchard to plant later this month. That is all so
encouraging. Thank you all so much.
Let’s make next year even better. You know
it makes sense!!

Have a great February,
John Fleetwood.

Great Times Ahead for Tree Wardens

I

T IS IMPOSSIBLE not to be excited about the opportunities that have appeared on the horizon
for Tree Wardens. Indeed, I have never known such an exciting future as we currently have,
both nationally via the Tree Council and locally via our Network and Norfolk County Council’s
Tree Planting and Resilience Strategy.
In recent editions of Broadsheet I
have reported on the plans discussed at the Tree Council’s Pilot
Advisory Group. Plans that will
drag us all into the 2020s and equip
us to cope with the demands of the
ever changing role of a Tree
Warden.
I’m delighted to report now that we have
great opportunities emerging from Norfolk
County Council’s Tree Planting and Resilience
Strategy. All was revealed at a Stakeholder
Meeting I attended, as your representative, on
28 January.
On arrival we were greeted with
refreshments and a chance to catch up with old
acquaintances. I was so pleased to see Mark
Symonds and Jamie Henry from Broadland
District Council
I was delighted to meet Sue Roe, OBE. Sue,
who lives in Norwich, is on the mailing list for
Broadsheet but I have never had the opportunity
to actually meet her before.
Sue worked for the Woodland Trust for 19
years and was also the chairman of the Tree
Council. An active member of the Royal
Horticultural Society’s herbaceous plant
committee, a trustee of the Norfolk Wildlife Trust
and a member of the National Garden Scheme’s
Norfolk committee, Sue continues to be a
conservation and horticultural activist and is an
excellent person to be a stakeholder.
I was pleased to renew my acquaintance
with Nick Sandford, Regional and Local
Government Officer at The Woodland Trust. I
hadn’t seen Nick for a couple of years and we
always joke about the fact that I was one of the
first voluntary speakers he recruited for the Trust
when he was the Voluntary Speaker Coordinator … more than 15 years ago now!
At long last I met Anne Crotty, Norfolk
County Council's Senior Arboricultural and
Woodland Officer.
Although we have
corresponded on many occasions we had never
before met face to face.
I was pleased to see Iestyn Griffith, the
County Council’s Arboriculture and Woodland
Officer who spoke at our Regional Forum in
Reedham last year and it is always a pleasure
to meet Prof Tom Williamson, the landscape
historian and landscape archaeologist from the
UEA.
Suddenly, I choked on my coffee and
chocolate biscuit as I realised that I was in such
exalted company. I decided on a plan of action.
Ferme ta bouche Fleetwood!
The meeting proper started with a welcome
and introduction from Sarah Burston –
Environment Projects Manager (Heritage), at
Norfolk County Council.
John Jones, Head of Environment at Norfolk
County Council then spoke about the Norfolk
County Council Environmental Policy and told
us that the 25 Year Environment Plan for Norfolk
and Suffolk had the full approval of the Members
of Norfolk County Council, including approved
funding and additional officer time. We live in

challenging times and trees are an important
part.
Martin Horlock, Environment Manager
(Information and Partnerships) at Norfolk
County Council then explained the evidence
base, data and mapping. New maps and
databases are being created. We need to join
up woodlands, include highway trees and
consider flood management. Local knowledge
will be invaluable.
Tom Russell-Grant, Arboriculture and
Woodland Officer at Norfolk County Council
then gave us an introduction to the Norfolk
County Council Tree Planting and Resilience
Strategy.
The Council has an action plan comprising
the following sections.
Trees
• Hedges
• Woodland
• Shrubs
• Herbs
Planting
• Establishment
• Regeneration
• Reduce browsing pressures
• Specify and source planting stock
Resilience
• Climate change
• Pests and diseases
• Sustainability (less plastic, pesticides and
carbon footprint)
• Thriving trees in the 22nd century and
beyond.
Strategy
• Principles
• Right tree in the right place
• Framework for action.
We must comply with the UK Forestry
Standard (UKFS).
The plan will be to plant 1,000,000 trees
over 5 years. That could mean 30,000 km of
hedgerow trees at a 10 m spacing; 10,000 km
street trees at a 10 m spacing; 8,00 km
hedgerow; or 900 ha (0.17% of Norfolk land
area) of new woodland. The land value would
be between £14m and £19 m.
Supply could be a problems as the demand
on nurseries is increasing at a great rate and
provenance versus non-native trees must be
considered and planting aftercare must not be
4

ignored. Community nurseries could be set up
now to help meet demand.
Norfolk County Council’s Estate Management department could play a big role as could
schools and County Farms.
Volunteers could prove invaluable when
planting … yes Tree Wardens!! In addition,
volunteers may decide to purse/develop a
career in conservation and benefit from the skills
they learn and training they receive.
Norfolk County Council plans to set up
working groups to consider planning, sourcing,
planting and aftercare.
The next steps will be for Norfolk County
Council to recruit a team and set up the working
groups. An action plan will then be developed
and planting will be arranged to start next year.
We shall work together.
Sid Cooper, Woodland Officer at the
Forestry Commission then spoke about Forestry
Commission and Countryside Stewardship
Grants. That included the Woodland Creation
Planning Grant, Woodland Carbon Fund and
Countryside Stewardship Woodland Creation
Grants.
Before applying one must consider the size
of the area to be planted, the primary objectives,
what is known about the site and consult local
businesses willing to purchased carbon units.
Grants will be based on £1.28/tree and
£1.60/guard and you should consult the
Woodland Carbon Guarantee and the Right
Tree, Right Pace! Regulation.
Finally, don’t forget the Environmental Land
Management Scheme.
Whilst I felt that the Forestry Commission
deals with site far bigger than those most of us
deal with, it is still worth becoming conversant
with the provisions of the various grants and
regulations Sid covered.
Following a detailed general discussion on
the various working Groups the general
consensus appeared that we should have just
two.
Planning, sourcing, funding
and
communication forming one and planting and
aftercare forming the other.
It was then time for a summary of the
meeting, some closing remarks and thanks and
it was time to depart.
So was it a good meeting? Was it worth
attending? Did I enjoy it? Did I learn anything?
YES, YES. YES, OH YES !!!
Oh yes. Another question. Am I excited?
NOT ARF CHUM !!
This Network has made such progress in the
15 short months of its existence and I think you
should all feel very proud of what you have
achieved. It’s been wonderful.
The Tree Council has embarked on exciting
plans to improve and boost Tree Wardening and
with the personnel they have I just know it will
be great for us all. Now, our County Council
has opened the door for us participate in a most
ambitious and exciting project to plant a million
trees … with us playing a major part.
Just before I left the meeting I said to Mark
Symonds “This has all gone so well but I know it
could all fall apart just as quickly”. If it does, then
ok. But for now … I’M SO EXCITED!

Job Vacancy:
National Tree Warden Scheme Co-ordinator
BASED: ideally Dock Offices, Canada Water, London SE16 but remote working would also be considered for part
of the week
SALARY: £28,000 - £33,000 per annum
PENSION: 7% contribution by The Tree Council
TERMS: Permanent full-time role, 25 days annual leave, plus Public Holidays and the period between Christmas
and the New Year
REPORTING TO: Director of Programmes, Partnerships & Comms
LIAISON WITH: Director of Trees, Science & Research, CEO and wider Tree Council team
External liaison: Volunteer Tree Warden Co-ordinators, Tree Warden Advisory Group, Local Authority Tree
Officers, corporate sponsors, Government, including Defra team, schools and community groups, and other
charity partners
HOW TO APPLY: applicants
sophie.smith@treecouncil.org.uk.

should

send

their

CV

and

cover

letter

to

Sophie

Smith

at

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: Tuesday 4 February, 12pm Candidates selected for interview will be notified on
Wednesday 5 February by 5pm Interviews will take place at our offices in Canada Water on 10th and 11th February.
We’re looking for an experienced national
volunteer scheme manager, with minimum three
years’ experience in the tree or environment
sector. You will have excellent people skills and
must be prepared to work in a small, ambitious
team, in a fast-paced environment, and travel
around the country, working weekends and
evenings where needed, supporting local
volunteer networks.
The Tree Warden Scheme celebrates its
30th anniversary in autumn 2020 and is a
significant strategic priority for The Tree
Council. This much-needed new role will
support existing volunteer networks across the
country and respond to the national wave of
interest in trees to support the establishment of
new groups. As their knowledge of the
programme, its opportunities and challenges
grow, the successful candidate will be part of
shaping a sustainable future for the scheme.
Communication, empathy and the ability to
inspire and empower volunteers will be key. You
will be working at the heart of a network and
should be able to relate to a wide range of
people, manage differences and galvanise
individuals to become advocates for trees. You
will be outgoing and comfortable with public
speaking, preferably with experience of leading
guided walk and talks. Above all, you should be
passionate about the value of trees and the
difference that enthusiastic volunteers can
make in their local communities.
JOB PURPOSE: Coordinate, support,
expand and maximise the huge potential of the
National Tree Warden Scheme with guidance
from the Director of Programmes, Partnership &
Comms, the Senior Management Team and the
wider Tree Council team. To inspire and
empower volunteers in their local communities
to protect, plant, care for and advocate for trees.
Help develop and deliver a new national training
programme with the help of seed funding from
People’s Postcode Lottery. With heightened
awareness of the global climate crisis, there has
never been a more important time to be involved

in the world of trees, and to harness the energy
and dedication of the people who want to make
a difference.
RESPONSIBILITIES: Co-ordinate the Tree
Warden Scheme:
• Support the 60+ network Co-ordinators
throughout the country by phone, email and
face-to-face with advice on tree matters,
training provision, national initiatives and
new projects.
• Help develop and launch new networks,
whether volunteer-led or Local Authorityled. This means supporting the Co-ordinator
with materials and advice and guidance with
their objectives and volunteer engagement
plan.
• Attend and contribute to network meetings
and launches and represent the Tree
Council at public events where possible and
give talks and lead guided walks to local
groups.
• Work to attract new audiences to the
scheme, including greater engagement with
schools and young people through a Young
Tree Champion Scheme which will be yours
to shape.
• Diligently manage the budget for the
scheme, keeping detailed records of income
and expenditure for each aspect. • Review
the Tree Warden database, keep it up to
date and compliant and streamline systems
where possible.
• Support the Director with the planning and
preparation of quarterly national Advisory
Group meetings. • Prepare progress reports
for the board of Trustees and funding
bodies.
Manage activities planned for the 30th
anniversary of Tree Wardening in autumn 2020
• Develop 30th anniversary projects and work
with networks to promote and deliver them.
• Explore opportunities to develop community
nurseries with networks throughout the
country.
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• Explore the inclusion of Tree Wardens in a
new Tree Council Awards initiative.
Organise annual Regional Forums and
National Co-ordinator Conference:
• Work with local Network Co-ordinators to
arrange at least five Regional Forums for
around 80-100 tree wardens each. Devise
the programme for the day, organise venue
(etc) and liaise with speakers.
• Work with the Directors to host a national Coordinator conference based in the regions.
Devise the programme for the day, prepare
risk assessments and liaise with speakers.
• Promote these events and provide follow up
actions. Explore live-streaming.
Support the development and delivery of
nationwide training for Tree Wardens:
• Work with the Directors and external trainers
to develop core training for tree wardens in
the form of face to face and online training
• Coordinate the delivery of this training,
aiming to reach the maximum number of
volunteers within a limited set budget
• Be prepared to deliver some training
sessions yourself (you will be supported to
gain the required knowledge)
Manage Tree Warden comms and social
media channels
• Prepare a monthly e-newsletter for tree
wardens
• Keep the TW website pages updated on the
new Tree Council website (due to be
launched at the end of January)
• Manage Tree Warden social media
channels with support from the Head of
Comms
• Develop new materials for tree wardens
online and in print Support the Director with
the preparation and delivery of national
Advisory Group meetings.
Oh, how I wish I was 25 years younger!

Chris Packham Welcomes
Lord Berkeley's Review of HS2
An article published on www.ekklesia.co.uk

T

HE naturalist and TV presenter Chris Packham has welcomed the report published on 5
January 2020 by Lord Berkeley, former Deputy Chair of the Oakervee Panel, which
concludes that HS2 is not good for the environment. Lord Berkeley's dissenting view
comes ahead of the Oakervee Review and takes into consideration the submissions made by a
number of environmental NGOs about the impact of HS2 on the environment and climate
change.
It has been reported that the
Oakervee review currently does not
take these issues into consideration. Lord Berkeley's Review
highlights that there are a number
of unresolved and diverse views on
environmental issues, which need
to be further and properly considered before any final conclusions can
be drawn by the Secretary of State.
Environmental NGOs submitting evidence
to the Oakervee Review criticised the irreversible impact on ancient woodlands and the
project's incompatibility with the achievement of
the Government's Net Zero Emissions Goal,
currently set for 2050. For example, they argued
that HS2 will damage or destroy at least 108
ancient woodlands and hundreds of other
precious wildlife sites.
This is incompatible with national action to
restore the environment, including the 25-Year
Environment Plan. Tunnel boring machines will
require millions of litres of water per day, thus
posing unacceptable risks to the Misbourne
aquifer and chalk streams.
The NGOs also pointed out that according
to HS2's own figures, the project may not be
carbon neutral for some 120 years. They
submitted that HS2 is also designed to facilitate
increased passenger numbers to airports,
thereby enabling large-scale airport expansion
in cities such as Birmingham, Leeds and
Manchester. Environmental groups pointed out
that is increasingly difficult to see how any of this
is consistent with the declared Climate and
Ecological emergency.
The Secretary of State for Transport initially
announced a review into HS2 in August 2019. In
September 2019 Chris Packham, represented
by Leigh Day, threatened legal action against
the government regarding its refusal to stop the
enabling works for HS2 during the period of the
review.
The legal case argued that these works
threatened a number of ancient woodlands and
followed previous activities by NGOs to grant
the woodlands a reprieve. In October, the
government did major u-turn and committed to
protect the woodlands, pending the outcome of
the Oakervee Review.
Packham and six environmental NGOs
have signed up to a joint statement of support
for the findings in Lord Berkeley's Review. The
groups are Friends of the Earth, the Ramblers,

Greenpeace, the Woodland Trust, The Wildlife
Trusts and the RSPB, all of whom are original
members of the ReThink HS2 Coalition.
Chris Packham said: "Having declared a
Climate and Environment Emergency it is
imperative that the government acts to
minimise, mitigate or eliminate any further
environmental damage and HS2 would be
enormously damaging through its habitat
destruction, impact on endangered species and
its considerable carbon footprint.
“Put simply, if HS2 was ever a good idea it
is not now. Of course, there is no doubt that we
urgently need a greener transport infrastructure
and this is why, given the funds allotted to
facilitate it, we are asking the government to
#ReThinkHS2 with the environment at the core
of its decision making."
Carol Day, solicitor at law firm Leigh Day,
said: "Given the terms of reference of the
Oakervee Review, the environmental organisations that submitted evidence to it believed
their concerns would be taken into account in
the decision-making process. It would appear
that this has not been the case. Our client
therefore welcomes Lord Berkeley's dissenting
Review, which recognises the environmental
factors require further consideration, particularly
in the face of the current climate and ecological
emergency."

R

EGRETFULLY, words and
promises actually have no
value, particularly when
considering HS2. The Berkshire,
Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire
Wildlife Trust (BBOWT) has revealed that HS2 cleared habitat from its
Calvert Jubilee nature reserve
without receiving permission.
Over the last 50 years, this 20 hectare openwater habitat has become a haven for wintering
Eurasian Bittern and wildfowl, as well as
providing a nightly roost site for large numbers
of gulls. It also supports rare bats.
In February 2019, BBOWT received notice
from HS2 that they intended to carry out clearance work at the site. The proposed work would
have caused unnecessary and unwarranted
destruction of important breeding and feeding
habitats for a range of species and BBOWT
therefore strongly objected to the proposals.
Then, in May, BBOWT denied contractors
working on behalf of HS2 access to Calvert
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Jubilee to carry out clearance works until, saying
that there was a risk that habitat would be
destroyed and HS2 might subsequently be
scrapped, with no new habitat created. BBOWT
said: "we will have lost precious habitat and
species for nothing."
Despite this, contractors sealed off public
footpaths and removed trees inside Calvert
Jubilee without notifying BBOWT. Work which
eradicated habitat where bats could roost was
carried out in December, despite the
government having ordered that irreversible
destruction of ancient woodland should be
halted unless deemed absolutely necessary
while HS2 is under review.
HS2 tried to claim that it had acted with "the
full permission of the landowner". However, in a
letter to BBOWT it admitted that it did not have
permission to carry out the work. The letter went
on to say the scheme had mistakenly believed
the site belonged to another landowner from
whom it had permission, despite contractors
entering the site past signs clearly depicting it to
be a BBOWT nature reserve.
Dozens of old ash and sallow were
removed, chopped down or partially dismembered. Mark Vallance, reserves manager for
BBOWT, said that the work appeared to
deliberately target the best bat habit on the
reserve. Bats, protected by law, have the
potential to prevent construction work, which is
due to commence later in 2020.
The high-speed line requires the removal of
the eastern edge of Calvert Jubilee reserve,
including orchid-rich grassland and scrub which
until recently contained Buckinghamshire's last
remaining populations of European Turtle Dove
and Common Nightingale, as well as all five
British species of hairstreak butterfly.
In a letter to BBOWT, David Bennett, the
delivery director of HS2, apologised for undertaking work without permission. He claimed that
75,000 trees will be planted close to the nature
reserve this winter as compensation for the
unwarranted destruction.
Following widespread local protests against
the destruction of ancient woodland while HS2
is under review, transport secretary, Grant
Shapps, ordered HS2 in September to consider
delaying works that may affect ancient
woodland while the review is ongoing.
Despite this, works to remove ancient
hedgerows and trees ahead the main contracting work are continuing apace, with miles of
hedges removed in recent weeks close to the
proposed line in the likes of Buckinghamshire,
Northamptonshire and Warwickshire.

New Report Reveals Exorbitant
Cost of HS2 to Nature
A damning new report from the Wildlife Trusts

A

NEW REPORT published by The Wildlife Trusts on 15 January reveals, for the first time,
the vast scale of the destruction and impact that HS2 will cause to nature. 'What’s the
damage? Why HS2 will cost nature too much’ is the most comprehensive assessment
of the environmental damage that HS2 will cause. It assesses the broad range of impacts across
all phases of HS2 on protected wildlife sites, species and landscape restoration projects.
Drawing on data from 14 Wildlife
Trusts affected by the current
plans, other charities and landowners* along the route, the report
shows that HS2 will divide and
destroy huge swathes of irreplaceable natural habitat and important
protected wildlife sites up the
length of England.
This will cause permanent loss of nature,
increased fragmentation of wild places, and the
local extinction of endangered species.
The report finds that HS2’s current
proposals will risk the loss of, or significantly
impact:
• 5 wildlife refuges of international importance, protected by UK law;
• 3 Sites of Special Scientific Interest which
are protected by UK law;
• 693 classified Local Wildlife Sites;
• 21 designated Local Nature Reserves;
• 26
Large landscape-scale initiatives,
including
• 4 Nature Improvement Areas awarded
£1.7 million of public money and
• 22 Living Landscapes – partnership
schemes to restore nature;
• 18 Wildlife Trust Nature Reserves – many
are also designated wildlife sites;
• 108 ancient woodlands, an irreplaceable
habitat;
• other irreplaceable habitats such as
veteran trees, wood pasture, old
meadows;
• extensive further areas of wider natural
habitat; and
• barn owls and endangered wildlife such
white-clawed crayfish, willow tit and lizard
orchid. Rarities like dingy skipper may
become locally extinct.
Nikki Williams, The Wildlife Trusts’ director
of campaigns and policy says “The figures are
grim and the reality is worse. The potential loss
of so many really important wild places and the
wildlife that depends on them has never been
revealed before. Nor has the damage that will
be done to taxpayer-funded, nature recovery
projects. HS2 will destroy precious carboncapturing habitats if it’s allowed to continue in its
current form.
It will damage the very
ecosystems that provide a natural solution to the
climate emergency.
“The data also shows that HS2 Ltd’s
proposed mitigation and compensation is in-

adequate and the small measures that they
have suggested are inappropriate – amateurish
suggestions of paltry measures in the wrong
places. Nature and our climate are already in big
trouble and we must not make a dire situation
even worse. That’s why we are calling on the
Prime Minister to stop and rethink the entire
development.”
The Wildlife Trusts believe that if HS2 has
to go ahead, a new approach is needed. One
that, in keeping with current government
commitments, takes a greener approach which
leaves the natural world in a better condition
than it was before.
Nikki Williams adds “The Government has
pledged to create a Nature Recovery Network.
A commitment to reverse wildlife’s decline by
creating more habitat and green arteries that
allow nature to spread and thrive once more.
Developments like HS2 should not be a
permanent barrier to wildlife. They should be
designed to enhance, not harm, the environment. It’s not too late to stop and rethink now,
before HS2 creates a scar that can never heal.”
The Wildlife Trusts are urging people to
send a message to the Prime Minister – stop
and rethink! Our e-action will be live from
Wednesday 15th January.
Early on in the planning stages of HS2, The
Wildlife Trusts developed A Greener Vision for
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HS2. This report provides the large-scale
thinking lacking from current HS2 Ltd plans and,
if considered, could provide the net gain for
wildlife that is so vital to allow our natural world
to recover. While HS2 Ltd has proposed a green
corridor along the route, it is far from adequate
and can only be seen as a start to delivering a
necessarily more ambitious vision.
The Wildlife Trusts are deeply concerned at
reports that HS2 has removed its intention to
“minimise the combined effect of the project” on
climate change and the environment from its
policy.
The report has the full support of the
National Trust, RSPB and Woodland Trust.
Hilary McGrady, Director General of
National Trust, said: “The National Trust
welcomes this report from The Wildlife Trusts.
Nature is under threat, vulnerable natural
habitats have never been in greater need of
protection. As Europe’s largest project of its
kind, HS2 Ltd has a vital responsibility to lead by
example and get this right by delivering a net
gain for nature. We recognise that designing the
railway is a long process but plans for HS2 must
not end up cutting corners at the expense of the
environment. We are committed to playing our
part to help with this but HS2 Ltd has a
responsibility to step up and lead the charge.”

H

S2 circulated a statement
about this report. The
Wildlife Trusts responded as
follows.
HS2 argue that they are providing a greener
way to travel, yet HS2 will destroy precious,
irreplaceable, carbon-capturing habitats if it’s
allowed to continue in its current form. It will
damage the very ecosystems that provide a
natural solution to the climate emergency. The
need for sustainable transport is undeniable, but
the climate crisis will not be solved by making
the biodiversity crisis worse.
HS2 say the report doesn’t stack-up and it’s
not new. However, The Wildlife Trusts’ report is
the most comprehensive assessment of the
environmental damage that HS2 could cause if
the approach is not reconsidered. This report
has gathered and presented data that has been
used in Wildlife Trust and NGO petitions to HS2,
responses to HS2 Environmental Statements
and many other sources.
The report presents all the data on the
natural environment together, in one place for
the first time, to help assess overall impact of
HS2 upon wild places and some of the species

that will be affected under current proposals.
are simply not succeeding in their efforts to stop
The Wildlife Trusts’ report brings together all
The Environmental Statement for Phase 1 alone
the damage to important wild places and
the known risks, which have been gathered from
was 55,000 pages long, so it’s hard for anyone
species along the route. HS2 claim that they
14 Wildlife Trusts and other landowners –
to assess the potential damage when the
continue to undertake one of the largest bioNational Trust, Woodland Trust, RSPB and
information is so dispersed. That’s why The
diversity and habitat surveys in the UK.
Chilterns Conservation Board – along the route,
Wildlife Trusts wrote the report. The vast scale
Unfortunately this is simply not the case; the
based on their extensive expertise, local
of the damage needs to be highlighted.
information provided in the HS2 Environmental
knowledge and the information provided by HS2
HS2 state that they’re mitigating for the
Statements lacks up-to-date survey data and
Ltd in its Environmental Statements. The
damage that it will cause, but HS2’s mitigation
information, and many sites and areas remain
conclusion is clear. HS2’s current proposals will
and compensation proposals do not begin to
un-surveyed.
cost nature far too much. That’s why we’re
address the enormity of HS2’s impacts. They
saying the time has come to stop and rethink.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

How Ginkgo biloba Achieves Near-Immortality
An article by Erin Malsbury published on www.sciencemag.org

L

ONG-LIVED humans having nothing on trees. Some, like the Ginkgo biloba, can live more
than 3000 years. Now, in the most comprehensive plant aging study to date, researchers
have revealed the molecular mechanisms that allow the ginkgo, and perhaps other trees,
to survive so long. The new study provides the first real genetic evidence for something
scientists have long suspected: “The default condition in plants is immortality,” says Howard
Thomas, a plant biologist from Aberystwyth University who was not involved in the work.
Researchers started with thin
cores from 34 healthy G biloba
trees in Anlu, in China’s Hubei
province, and Pizhou, in Jiangsu
province. Excising the cores did
not harm the trees.
Examining the growth rings, Li Wang, a
plant molecular biologist at Yangzhou
University, and colleagues discovered that the
ginkgos’ growth didn’t slow down after hundreds
of years. In fact, their growth rates sometimes
sped up. What’s more, the leaf size, photosynthetic ability and seed quality of the trees (all
indicators of health) did not differ with age.
To find out what was happening at a genetic
level, the researchers compared gene expression in leaves and the cambium, a thin layer of
stem cells between the internal wood and
external bark that differentiate into other tissues
throughout a tree’s life.
As older trees have only a few layers of
cambial cells, collecting enough material to work
with proved difficult, Wang says. The team
sequenced the trees’ RNA, examined hormone
production, and screened miRNA (molecules
that can turn specific genes on and off) in trees
ranging from 3 years old to 667 years old.
As expected, the expression of genes
associated with senescence, the final and fatal
stage of life, increased predictably in dying
leaves, but when researchers examined the
expression of those same genes in the
cambium, they found no difference between
young and old trees.
This suggests that although organs such as
leaves perish, the trees themselves are unlikely
to die of old age, they report today in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences.
However, there is evidence that the trees do
experience some changes over time. The older
trees had lower levels of a growth hormone
called indole-3-acetic acid and higher levels of a
growth-inhibiting hormone called abscisic acid.

Those 200 years or older also saw decreases in
gene expression associated with cell division,
differentiation, and expansion. This means that
cambial stem cells in older trees don’t divide into
new wood and bark as easily as in younger
trees.
Plant biologist Jinxing Lin of Beijing Forestry
University and an author of the study, says it’s
possible that if the division rate of cambial cells
continues to decline after thousands of years,
tree growth could slow, and ginkgo trees might
eventually die of old age. Most trees, however,
appear to die from “accidents” such as pests or
droughts.
To see whether the trees become more
vulnerable to such stressors as they age, the
researchers examined genes related to
pathogen resistance and the production of
protective antimicrobial compounds called
flavonoids.
They found no difference in gene
expression for trees of different ages,
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suggesting the trees do not lose their ability to
defend against outside stressors. That’s a
“striking” ability that helps the ginkgos grow
healthily for thousands of years, says paper
author and molecular biologist Richard Dixon of
the University of North Texas, Denton.
Not needing to worry about growing old is
“something that for humans is difficult to
understand,” says plant physiologist Sergi
Munné-Bosch of the University of Barcelona,
who was not involved in the study. “Aging is not
a problem for this species,” he says. “The most
important problem that they have to deal with is
stress.”
The researchers say they will continue to
study mutation rates in ginkgo trees and
examining the mechanisms behind aging.
Meanwhile, Thomas and Munné-Bosch both
predict that other scientists may use similar
methods to study aging in other trees, ranging
from short-lived, “lab rat” poplars to towering,
ancient sequoias.

We Must Urgently Increase Tree Cover
in the Face of the Climate and Nature
Crisis says The Woodland Trust
HE WOODLAND TRUST has launched its ‘Emergency Tree Plan’, setting out its vision for
a major increase in tree cover to the 19% recommended by the Climate Change
Committee. PoliticsHome recently spoke with Dr James Cooper, Head of External Affairs,
to learn more about the proposals for helping tackle the climate and nature crises whilst
delivering a range of benefits for people, along with the Trust’s priorities for the year ahead.

T

Evidence grows ever more
compelling of the impact the
climate crisis is having globally and
warnings of the need to act swiftly
are growing starker. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) has warned that we
only have until 2030 to design and
implement policies that can limit
global warming to 1.5ºC.
We have also just seen an election
campaign where the environment featured far
more strongly than ever before, including every
party backing the need for a major increase in
trees and woods.
Here in the UK, according to James Cooper,
Head of External Affairs at the Woodland Trust,
“we are staring down the barrel of twin
existential crises: climate change and
biodiversity collapse. Half of all UK woodland
wildlife is in decline.”
“We need to act and we need to give people
the tools to act,” warned Dr Cooper, speaking to
Jeremy Hughes at PoliticsHome recently. “A
major increase in tree cover is one of the key
actions the UK can take and also gives the
opportunity to transform the country into a better
place for people and wildlife.”
On 21 January, the Woodland Trust
launched their ‘Emergency Tree Plan’, a
strategy setting out how to translate political
ambitions for trees into action that delivers for
wildlife, climate and people.
The report warns ministers that the UK’s
speed of response needs to accelerate fast. Its
key messages are that we must act like its an
emergency and work at an unprecedented scale
and pace to increase tree cover, we must
measure tree cover by quality not just quantity,
and we must look after the trees and woods that
we already have.
Some 53% of woodland wildlife species are
in decline in the UK and the UK has only 13%
woodland cover of all types. Recent reports that
we have woodland cover similar that in the
Middle Ages cannot disguise the fact that we
have amongst the lowest cover in Europe (the
average is 37%) and only 7% of that is native
woodland.
We have much to do to get to where we
actually need to be. The Climate Change
Committee have recommended an increase to
19% tree coverage by 2050, if the UK is to meet
the net zero carbon emissions target.
“It feels that we are on the threshold of a
very big moment, which is why the Woodland

Trust is launching its Emergency Tree Plan
today,” said Dr Cooper.
“I have working here for quite a number of
years and it really feels in terms of awareness of
the importance of woods and trees, we have
arrived,” he continued, ‘but we now need to
move urgently into action as the stakes are so
high. We also need to make sure we are
learning from the mistakes of the past when it
comes to how we set about delivering that major
increase.”
The Woodland Trust itself is fully committed
to getting 40 million trees in the ground over the
next ten years along with its ongoing work
championing protection and restoration of native
woodland.
The report has a number of key
recommendations in relation to both protection
and expansion.
Underpinning the Emergency Tree Plan is
ensuring that existing trees and native
woodlands are protected and restored.
“We are still seeing far too many woods and
trees threatened by development, particularly
from poorly designed public infrastructure
projects,” said Dr Cooper.
“At present 108 ancient woods are
threatened with loss or damage by HS2. That is
completely unacceptable and whatever the
ultimate decision we must bear down on the
environmental cost as well as the financial cost.”
Alongside developments, pests and
diseases also present a key risk to existing
woodland. “We need strong biosecurity checks
at the border, and we must invest in a rapid
expansion of tree nurseries to reduce the
disease risk of importing trees” i
While protecting existing woodland is
foundational to the Emergency Tree Plan,
according to Dr Cooper we must dramatically
accelerate rates of woodland expansion. Is the
Climate Change Committee’s target achievable?
“It’s very achievable and it can also help
shape better places to live work and spend
leisure time but we mustn’t be afraid to think big
and do things differently” replied Dr Cooper.
“We have had quite high planting rates in
the past in the 1980s, but we weren’t always
planting the right tree in the right place.”
He adds: “At the moment, Scotland is
disproportionately bearing the burden, and we
need to have strong increases across all four
countries.
“We need annual enforceable country
targets for woodland creation, an emergency
increase in capacity in tree and woodland team
sat all levels of national and local government
that befits the situation that is upon us,”
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emphasised Dr Cooper.
“We need to invest money for public good,
policies such as thriving wildlife, clean rivers,
carbon storage, clean air. We must also provide
landowners with financial support for the natural
regeneration of woodland and work with them to
ensure it is easier for them to plant the right
trees in the right places.”
“We need to make sure that as we leave the
Common Agricultural Policy that we invest in
these areas,” he continued.
Leaving the Common Agricultural Policy
and issues around biosecurity highlighted a
major change in the backdrop to the protection
and growth of woodland after Brexit. What risks
might the UK’s departure from the EU present to
the Plan’s implementation?
“I think what we need to do is go on the frontfoot very quickly,” replied Dr Cooper.
He called for a “swift return” of the
Environment Bill including enshrining in law a
commitment to national and local tree strategies
in England as is the case in Scotland and called
for strong commitments and a non-regression
clause in terms of the existing EU environmental
standards.
The England Tree Strategy, currently in
development, has also become “an even more
important document,” he said.
“There was, as people have described it an
“arms-race” between the parties during the
election campaign, and this is a document that
will sets the direction of travel in increasing
cover and protecting what we have got”, he
added.
The publication of the Agriculture Bill the
previous week was “good news” according to Dr
Cooper, as it legislates towards a “public money
for public goods” approach, something the
Woodland Trust are keen to promote.
“It is critical that the England Tree Strategy
and the Agriculture Bill are seen as interconnected if we are to move towards the kind of
integrated land management system that it
needed to deliver a major uplift in tree cover” he
added.
Dr Cooper described how the public forest
estate, managed by Government, needs to set
the standard with high quality access, wildlife
recovery and fundamentally, to demonstrate
“the art of the possible.”
He added: “Projects like the Northern
Forest, led by the Woodland Trust and
Community Forests, is a great example of how
woods and trees can provide a wide range of
benefits - social, environmental and economic.”
Dr Cooper also underscored how COP26,
the global climate conference that will take place
in Glasgow later this year, will play a key role in

showing that the UK is “setting the example
through world class environmental activity at
home”.
“There is a big win-win here. You can tackle
the biodiversity and climate crisis, but also, welllocated tree cover can reduce the risk of
flooding, create thousands of new jobs, make
people happier and healthier and provide
sustainable timber. There is a big opportunity
here to deliver on a lot of the Government’s
broader agenda at the same time.”
The Trust’s Emergency Tree Plan also
identifies Local authorities as having an
important role to play and this will need to be
resourced accordingly. Dr Cooper described
how currently only 11% of urban areas are
currently covered by so-called “trees-outsidewoods”.
“We think in many urban areas there is the
potential to expand tree canopy cover,” he

continued. “We also want to see a commitment
to a 30% tree canopy cover for new
development land and for each local authority to
commission and deliver their own emergency
tree plan to identify land for trees whilst properly
protecting what they already have.”
Alongside the role of central government,
parliamentarians and local authorities, Dr
Cooper emphasised that all parts of society can
play an important part in delivering the
recommendations, including the private sector
and private individuals and urged them to visit
the Woodland Trust website to read the report.
In conjunction with the launch of the
Emergency Tree Plan on 21 January, the AllParty Parliamentary Group for Ancient
Woodland and Trees held its annual general
meeting. The intention is that the APPG (chaired
by Alex Chalk MP) will be formally extending its
reach beyond ancient woodland, with the

Group’s name changing to the ‘All-Party
Parliamentary Group for Woods and Trees’.
James Cooper called on Parliamentarians
to attend that important forum and its future
meetings.
“We will be looking in the future at how to
expand tree cover in the right way, how we
protect against pests and diseases, how we
build understanding of the range of benefits
woods and trees deliver to society,” he said.
Alongside the APPG, on 24 February the
Woodland Trust will be hosting a reception in
Parliament to further discuss the role of trees in
helping to tackle the climate and nature crisis.
This will present Parliamentarians with the
opportunity to hear more about the Emergency
Tree Plan, as well as hear about the Trust’s
plans to work with local authorities and private
sector partners to galvanise action.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

More than 1,000 Ancient Woodlands
Under Threat, Woodland Trust Warns

M

ORE than 1,000 ancient woodlands are at risk of damage or destruction from development, the Woodland Trust has warned. Figures from the charity show it is aware of
1,064 ancient woods at risk from housing, infrastructure and other developments. It is
the highest number of woods at risk since the Trust started compiling data in 1999 and the first
time it has topped the thousand mark.
Of the cases the Trust has
identified, 801 are live planning
applications, while the remaining
263 are included in council site
allocation plans for areas outlined
for future development such as
housing or business use.
The Woodland Trust says the rise in
threatened woods is down to a growing number
of road and rail infrastructure projects such as
HS2, as well as a lack of awareness over
changes to planning rules that strengthen
protection for ancient woodlands and trees
against inappropriate development.
It also warns that ancient woods (those
where woodland has been in existence since at
least 1600 in England and Wales and 1750 in
Scotland) face other threats alongside development. They include a growth in threats from tree
disease from imported plants and wood and
nitrogen pollution from nearby poultry farms.
Director of conservation and external affairs
Abi Bunker said while political parties had made
“welcome” promises on tree planting in the face
of the nature and climate emergencies, the first
step was to protect the woods the UK already
has. She said: “These new figures make for
depressing reading. What’s even more depressing is these are only the cases we know about.
There could be many more woods under threat.”
Bunker also called for “real protection” for
irreplaceable ancient wooded habitats and
trees, and legislation, policies and resources to
address the challenges of tree diseases.
“Ancient woodland is one of our most precious

natural habitats; these complex ecosystems
have evolved over centuries and are home to
thousands of species, many of which rely on it
for their survival. Losing ancient woodlands is a
travesty, especially to inappropriate developments that could go elsewhere.”
The Trust said current ancient woods at risk
include:
• Nun Bank Wood, West Yorkshire, the
supposed resting place of Robin Hood,
which will be affected if a relief road
around Kirklees goes ahead;
• Smithy Wood, next to the M1 at junction
35 near Sheffield that could be lost to a
new motorway services;
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• Mileplain Plantation, Attlebridge, Norfolk,
which will suffer direct loss if the county
council approves plans for a sand and
gravel quarry;
• Coed Wern in Glasinfryn, Bangor, will
suffer direct losses if plans for 39 holiday
lodges are approved.
The Trust said 800 ancient woods have
suffered loss or damage from development
since 1999, including felling of smaller parts of
the woodland, or close encroachment of
development which has put it at risk of pollution,
disturbance or invasive species.
However, 1,101 ancient woodlands have
been recorded as being saved since that time.

Tallest Tree in the Amazon Found by
University of Cambridge Researchers
An article by Paul Brackley published on www.cambridgeindependent.co.uk

S

CIENTISTS have discovered a tree in the Amazon that is 30m taller than the previous
record holder. Researchers at the University of Cambridge joined an expedition to
confirm the height of the Angelim vermelho (Dinizia excelsa), which proved to be an
astonishing 88.5m. It was one of a group of giant trees found in this remote region of northeastern Brazil and suggests the Amazon’s importance for storing carbon may be even greater
than thought. Just one of these magnificent trees is thought to store as much carbon as a
hectare rainforest elsewhere in the Amazon.
Toby Jackson, a plant scientist
at the University of Cambridge
Conservation Research Institute,
joined the epic quest to find the
tree, which had been identified
using data captured by laser
scanning from a plane.
The group set off by boat from Laranjal do
Jari in north-eastern Brazil. In 35ºC heat, they
headed for the community of São Francisco do
Iratapuru, where villagers provided four boats
and 12 people to guide them through the forest.
“It was quite a tough journey,” Toby tells the
Cambridge Independent. “We went 220km up
the river, which took us about five days. Some
days we did really well on the
river. We covered 70km one day
but then other days we did less
than 10km because there were
waterfalls and rapids.”
At times they were waist
deep in water, pulling the boats
8km of rapids and rocks,
sometimes using ropes. At one
point, they snapped a propeller
on a submerged rock, leaving
them without power or steering
as they battled upstream
through the rapids. Luckily,
someone had packed spare
propellers and they used all of
them.
“The most interesting wildlife
for me was the river otters,”
recalls Toby. “They would come
around in pairs and got very loud
in the evening.”
Sleeping
overnight
in
hammocks with mosquito tents,
the team from Brazil, Swansea,
Oxford and Cambridge were led
by Professor Eric Gorgens, a
researcher at the Federal
University of the Jequitinhonha
and Mucuri Valleys (UFVJM) in
Brazil, along with colleague Diego Armando da
Silva.
It was Prof Gorgens who had discovered the
group of tall trees using the results of the remote
sensing method known as LIDAR, which stands
for LIght Detection and Ranging. It works by
firing a rapid laser pulse at the surface and
measuring the amount of time it takes to return.
“When the plane flies over it is recording the
spatial information as well as height so you can

project your data onto a world map,” explains
Toby. “So we had a GPS location from the
LIDAR survey. We spent a few days at the site
walking into the forest, finding the trees.”
Once they reached their destination, the
method of measuring the height of the tree was
gloriously simple.
“A guy called Fabiano climbed up and threw
a string down with a weight and we measured
the length of the string!” says Toby, who is
based in the David Attenborough Building.
The group found at least 15 giant trees over
70m tall and some topped 80m. All were the
same species, despite the variety in the forest.
It is a species common in the Amazon, and its
strong, somewhat smelly, wood is often used for
timber.

Each Angelim vermelho tree can store as
much as 40 tonnes of carbon – the same as 300
to 500 smaller trees, despite occupying the
space of only 20.
It had been thought the trees topped out at
about 60m and the researchers do not yet
understand why these ones managed to grow
so high. They may have taken advantage of a
disturbance that had cleared part of the forest,
perhaps a storm or human intervention, and
then grown into the gap as a pioneer species.
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It is thought the trees could be 400 years old
and the reason they have survived so long must
be partly attributed to their remoteness from
urban areas and industry.
Seven of the 850 randomly distributed
sections of the Amazon that were laser scanned
between 2016 and 2018 by Brazil’s National
Institute for Space Research contained these
trees. Most were in the area surrounding the Jari
River, a northern tributary of the Amazon.
“It’s the biggest survey that has been done,
but it is still a small area in comparison to the
total area of the Amazon,” Toby points out.
It is possible that an even taller tree is out
there in the Amazon.
“This region almost certainly stores more
carbon than previously thought because our
estimate of the maximum tree
height was out, but we don’t
know if this is a very local
effect, without much global
significance, or whether it is
an effect that may go on for
hundreds
of
kilometres
around the site.
“What is going to tell us
this is a new NASA satellite
mission, dedicated to looking
at the height of trees. It is the
first space-borne LIDAR, with
the same instruments we had
on the bottom of the plane,
but
attached
to
the
International Space Station. It
is up there already and the
data is imminent.”
This
GEDI
(Global
Ecosystem
Dynamics
Investigation) mission will
offer high-resolution laser
ranging of Earth’s forests and
topography. It will help us
under-stand how deforestation has contributed to
atmospheric CO2 concentrations, how much carbon
forests will absorb in the
future and how habitat degradation will affect
global biodiversity.
What is already clear is that the protection
of the Amazon against the threats posed by
logging, burning and agricultural expansion is
paramount. Not only does it store huge amounts
of carbon, but it is still throwing up incredible
surprises.
“We’re in danger of destroying something
before we even understand it,” warns Toby.

Metro Bank Founder Gives £100k Gift to
Help Plant 5,500 New School Orchards in
Boost for Mail's Environment Campaign
OPEFULLY, you will have received … AND READ … my e-mail informing you of a
wonderful opportunity for schools to plant orchards. The Daily Mail's thriving campaign
to plant thousands of trees across Britain has received another huge boost – a £100,000
donation from a US businessman.

H

Vernon Hill, who founded Metro
Bank in 2010, the country's first
new high street bank in 100 years,
said he and his wife are delighted to
support the Be A Tree Angel campaign to create a greener Britain
which is starting with schools.
His six-figure donation highlights the
incredible success of the campaign which is run
with The Tree Council and has built up huge
momentum since its launch in late November.
Mr Hill's donation is the latest from senior
business figures, who have contributed about
£500,000, and it will fund the planting of a further
1,000 orchards in 1,000 schools across Britain
– one of the branches of the campaign.
The cash will also provide aftercare to
ensure the trees thrive as they help to fight
pollution around schools, curb climate change
and create a greener nation. It comes on top of
£100,000 donations from restaurant mogul
Richard Caring, the entrepreneur and TV star
Lord Sugar, an anonymous reader of the Daily
Mail and Sir Jony Ive, former chief designer at
technology giant Apple.
With the funding from businesses, which
also include Sainsbury's, Lloyds Bank and
garden centre chain Dobbies, the Be A Tree
Angel campaign will be able to plant 5,500
orchards in 5,500 schools around Britain. This

will help children learn about the vital
contribution that trees make to fighting climate
change and reducing pollution.
Other notable landmarks in the campaign
include Network Rail pledging it would provide
funding of £1million over four years, starting with
planting 20,000 trees in the first year as part of
a pilot project which it will then expand.
As well as accepting donations from
corporate and business donors, the campaign is
urging Daily Mail readers to contribute either
cash or Nectar points. So far funds have been
pledged to plant more than 35,000 trees.
The Daily Mail has also given away
thousands of holly, willow, oak, birch and living
Christmas trees as part of the campaign and has
donated 20,000 spruce trees to Forestry
Commission Scotland.
Mr Hill, 75, lived in the UK with his wife
Shirley, an architect, and their dog Sir Duffield
II, a Yorkshire terrier, while he was chairman of
Metro Bank. However, since stepping down to
become emeritus chairman last year, he has
moved back to Philadelphia, but, he is still a
frequent visitor to the UK and said: “On our entry
into Britain, we have been warmly welcomed
and we are also pleased to give back”.
This partnership of The Tree Council, the
Daily Mail and the business community is a
great effort to improve Britain and engage
students. What could be better? Children, trees
and the environment and a committed business
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community.'
Sara Lom, Chief Executive of The Tree
Council, added: “Vernon Hill's passion to create
a better future for young people shines through
this extraordinary gift. What better way to inspire
the scientists and nature enthusiasts of the
future than to engage them with tree planting at
an early age. On behalf of each child who will
help establish an orchard, copse or hedgerow in
the coming year – thank you!”
Darren Moorcroft, chief executive of the
Woodland Trust, which is a Tree Council
member, said: “We are thrilled that people have
been so generous donating to the Be a Tree
Angel campaign.
“We need trees more than ever to help fight
back against climate change, to help tackle air
pollution in our towns and cities, and simply to
make a greener world to live in.'

For Maori People, Touching Tane Mahuta is
Taboo. They Let Scientists Climb to Help Save it.
An article by Per Liljas published on www.washingtonpost.com
AIPOUA FOREST, New Zealand — Two arborists, chest-deep in underbrush, secured a
rope slung over a branch in the Waipoua Forest, close to the northern tip of New
Zealand. Scott Forrest pumped his fist. “Yeah, great stuff,” he said. He recently won
the world championship for tree climbing, but the job this day was a special privilege.

W

He was about to ascend a 45.5 m
tall, 2,000-year-old kauri tree known
as Tane Mahuta, a tree so sacred to
the indigenous Maori people that
even touching it is taboo.
The climb, carried out in late August, was a
matter of urgency and part of a growing
collaboration among the local Maori tribe Te
Roroa, arborists and researchers. The goal is
to prevent Tane Mahuta and other New Zealand
kauri trees from succumbing to a deadly, fastspreading rot called kauri dieback.
In preparation for the climb, the team
disinfected all its gear and had it blessed by a
Maori elder. The equipment included a spectroradiometer, which provides readings from the
tree canopy to detect types of bark, leaves,
lichen and habitats for forest animals. Later,
these readings can be checked from a drone to
monitor the ecosystem and its health.
“That would be extremely useful,
considering how large our forest is,” said Taoho
Patuawa, the Te Roroa’s science adviser.
Tane Mahuta, with a massive bonecoloured trunk and crown of tangled branches,
is named after the Maori god of the forest, who
separates his earth mother and sky father from
an embrace and thereby lets light into the world.
Early detection of kauri dieback is key. Once
a tree shows visible symptoms, it is already
doomed. This means a loss for the forest at
large because the kauri is called a “foundation
species” that shapes the ecosystem around it.

The disease is caused by a water mould,
Phytophthora, literally “plant destroyer,” which
leaches plants of their nutrients and has
wreaked havoc around the world.
In 1845, it ravaged Irish potato crops,
causing a devastating famine; in California, it is
responsible for the plague known as sudden oak
death; it has destroyed heathlands in Britain and
cash crops across Africa; and in Australia,
where 40% of the country’s native plants are
infected, it has been called a “biological
bulldozer.”
Yet finding a way to battle the disease
remains elusive.
The dieback was first reported in New
Zealand in 1959. In the past decade, a unique
strain of Phytophthora has been identified as
targeting kauri. Last year, it was detected only
100 feet from Tane Mahuta.
One pinhead-size speck of Phytophthora
can travel for miles on a boot only to dislodge in
a new patch of soil, propel itself into a kauri root,
then slowly eat its way in until nothing remains
of the mammoth except a pale skeleton, said
Conrad Marsh, a Te Roroa tourism
ambassador, who assists and guides visitors at
the Waipoua Forest.
Generations ago, this would have been less
of a problem. Robust ecosystems are less
vulnerable to Phytophthora and the kauri forests
of New Zealand’s north had been thriving since
the time of the dinosaurs. However, European
colonisation led to more than 95% of kauri
forests being logged or burned.
Last year, the International Union for
Conservation of Nature downgraded to
“threatened” the status of kauri, a species that
little over a century ago was seen as so plentiful
there were plans to make Australian streets with
its logs.
“There’s an intergenerational sense of loss,”
said Snow Tane, a top official for the Te Roroa.
The kauri is a treasure to his tribe, figuring
abundantly in its songs, prayers, chants and
proverbs, but over the past 150 years, the Te
Roroa also saw their homes, holy sites and
language slowly disappear.
In the early 1900s, some scholars believed
neither kauri nor Maori would survive the
century. Today, however, Maori language and
customs are widespread, and decades of court
battles have led several tribes to settle land
disputes with the government. The Te Roroa
regained ownership of the Waipoua Forest and
neighbouring tracts in 2007.
“Now we’re back and we need to protect our
land,” Tane said.
Studies show New Zealand’s ecology is
under pressure. A government-ordered report
released in April says several rare ecosystems
are on the brink of collapse.
Worries about kauri dieback had been
growing among a group of academics, environ-
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mentalists and bureaucrats for a decade. The
national response was widely viewed as
inadequate, with little funding, scattered
ownership and researchers burning out. Then a
study in 2017 showed that the pathogen had
doubled its spread in Waitakere Ranges, a
regional park in Auckland. This led the local
tribe, Te Kawerau a Maki, to place a cultural
prohibition on entering the forest. Outdoor
enthusiasts went up in arms.
“The hikers should understand that we’re
their landlords. We take a 100- or 1,000-year
perspective, and right now this forest needs to
rest,” said Robin Taua-Gordon, the tribe’s
heritage and environment trust officer.
That has not yet been the decision in
Waipoua Forest, even though motion-triggered
cameras have shown several people walking up
to kauri for hugs and selfies. (Ironically because
they often want to show sympathy for the sick
giants.)
The Te Roroa and the Conservation
Department, in collaboration with scientists and
arborists, have responded by renovating the
boardwalk, beefing up the boot-cleaning station
at the entrance and increasing the hours attended by tourist ambassadors. The tribe is also
replacing commercial plantations with native
trees, and works closely with researchers,
artists and educators to increase and spread
knowledge about and interest in the forest.
“For us, it’s all about being a good ancestor,”
science adviser Patuawa said. “That’s what
we’re here to do, and that’s what we can do.”

The Past and Future of the Oldest Trees on Earth
An article by Sheldon Chavez published on www.themediatimes.com
T was mid-September, California’s fire season, and the restaurant was packed with
firefighters on call. Bishop is the largest city in Owens Valley, located between the Sierra
Nevada and the White Mountains. The Sierras hover dramatically over the plain, their grey
granite peaks carved in the sun. Whites have by far a less impressive appearance. Although
they rise to more than fourteen thousand feet, almost as high as the Sierras, they are smoother
and more rounded, their slopes of a non-photogenic beige. The bristlecone area is located at
an elevation of between nine and eleven thousand feet.
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Bunn and Salzer had come to the
Whites to lay the groundwork for a
study on the very old bristlecone
wood. Bunn is keen to monitor
climate change with data on
bristlecone. Salzer has long wanted
to establish a complete chronology
of tree rings in bristlecone,
continuing the work that began at
the Tree Ring Research Laboratory
in the mid-twentieth century.
After breakfast, we drove on a narrow and
winding road leading to the Whites. After
choosing a campsite, we headed to the main
attraction of the ancient Bristlecone pine forest:
the Schulman Grove. It includes Methuselah
and was named for Edmund Schulman.
Bunn, the most talkative of the pair, said,
“Which is the oldest tree?” It’s an anecdote. Matt
and I don’t find it interesting. It is unanswered.
Many of these trees are dated; not much. He
paused. “Of course, I have a thrill of standing
next to something that has lived in the same
place for five thousand years. We cannot
begin to understand the mechanisms of birth
and death on this scale.”
Salzer nodded, “Yes, there are a lot of
unknown things.” Soft and laconic, he tends
to wait several long seconds before
answering questions, then says something
like “maybe”, “not necessarily“ or ”Not clear.“
At the Schulman Grove, Bunn and Salzer
met a group of European researchers. Tom
De Mil, from the University of Ghent, was
experimenting with computed tomography of
dark circles samples. He hoped that mapping
differences in wood density would provide an
even more accurate record of variations in
humidity and temperature from year to year.
Jesper Björklund and Kristina Seftigen, who
work in the Forest Dynamics department of the
Swiss Federal Research Institute, have
developed new sophisticated models to extract
historical climatic data from the cells of the rings.
We all started to walk on the tourist path,
and the slope which went up to our left
presented a typical bristlecone habitat: trees
more or less regularly spaced, with the
carcasses of a luminous tan of dead trees
intervening. It looked less like a forest than a
poorly managed orchard, but the dark green
junior bristlecones, from all sides of us,
confirmed the general health of the population.
Bunn stepped over an exposed root and
said, “You see the roots going everywhere.
Above the ground, under the ground. They will
often go up. They find the cracks in the substrate
and enter it. “

Salzer added: “There will be a period of time
in the spring when the snow will melt during the
day, giving all the trees a drink, then freeze at
night and melt again the next day. It’s like a
sprinkler system until the snow is gone. “
De Mil picked up a remnant and pointed to
a fine crack running through it. “Ring of frost,” he
said. “Is this one of the major events?”
Salzer looked, thought and said, “Maybe.”
When a major volcanic eruption occurs, the
volume of matter and dust ejected into the
atmosphere can obscure the sun and cause
global cooling; at such times freezing
temperatures arrive abnormally early, when the
cells of a new layer of wood are still forming. The
resulting cell damage causes the usual
succession of rings – a frost ring – to break.
“Some events are so serious that they
appear in every tree,” said Salzer. “2036 BC. J.
– C., 43 av. AD 627 AD.” He continued “2036
BC may be my favourite. This is also my plague,
as there is practically no more wood left with
intact rings on each side of this date. The wood
fractures and erosion sets in. “

Bunn noted, “These volcanic events were
linked to the disturbances of early civilizations,
such as Akkad, the world’s first empire. The
poem “The Curse of Akkad” tells of how the
harvests failed and the people died of hunger.
“People flattered themselves with hunger” – that
sort of thing. “
“And 43 BC, after the assassination of
Caesar,” said Salzer. “People thought that the
darkening of the sky was a message from the
gods.” Julius Caesar died in 44 BC. According
to Plutarch, the sun was darkened for a whole
year – “its orb became pale and dull” – and the
fruits had wilted. Archives from the Han Dynasty
in China indicate that during the same period,
the sun “was bluish white and cast no shadow”.
The most frequently cited cause is a volcanic
cloud emanating from Mt Etna, in Sicily,
although other eruptions have been proposed.
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We stayed a moment looking at the trees.
They looked like sentries. Bunn hit a nearby
branch, which fell in an easy rocking motion.
“Listen, if you want me to understand and
understand your feelings, just tell me what they
are and how to react to them!”
“Andy likes to feel the energy of the trees,”
said Salzer, sneering softly. Himself a bit of a
bristlecone: deliberate, hesitant, and perplexed.
We continued to follow the path, which
traces a four-mile route through the forest.
Bunn, equipped with a GPS device, looked for a
site, out of the way, where remains of five or six
thousand years could be found. Salzer was
looking for Mathusalem. After a brief search, he
identified the tree, giving it a friendly pat.
Two raucous and damaged Welshmen
appeared along the road. One dressed in black,
including a black leather cap, and the other
wearing a red flannel shirt. “You look very much
like experts,” said one of them. “Do you know
who Mathusalem is?”
“Turn around,” said Bunn.
The Welsh looked and laughed. “That?”
They said.
The Tree Rings Research Laboratory at
the University of Arizona, where the secrets
of bristlecone reside, was founded in 1937.
For decades, it occupied a maze of rooms
and hallways beneath a stadium of soccer.
Since 2013, the laboratory has been housed
in a beautiful building with an exterior of
suspended metal columns, giving it the
appearance of an abstract forest. Inside,
researchers have access to a sort of
arboreal congress library: a vast collection of
tree fragments from around the world,
including cross sections of giant sequoia
trees. The laboratory each affixes a barcode
so that researchers can verify the samples.
The laboratory was designed by Andrew
Ellicott Douglass, an astronomer who in 1904
began collecting tree samples in the West,
convinced that variations in the width of the rings
could reveal cycles of solar activity. His research
remained inconclusive, but along the way, he
essentially founded dendrochronology, the
science of dating dark circles.
His greatest insight was to recognize
patterns among the hundreds of samples he
collected in Arizona: the rings on the trees were
wider in 1884 and 1885, narrower in 1851, etc.
Using a giant sequoia strain as a reference,
Douglass has meticulously constructed a
chronology of tree rings, dating back to around
1300 BC. Lost wood fragments could be paired
with the master index. Douglass used this
system to develop fairly accurate dates for the
Aztec and ancestral ruins of Puebloan in the
American south-west.

Ancient Woodland at Mileplain Plantation,
near Attlebridge is Under Threat
N MY ROLE as a “Woods Under Threat Detector” for the Woodland Trust I am pleased to say
that I have rarely had cause to raise formal objections against planning applications.
However, there is a current application that required me to submit an objection and raise the
matter with the Trust seeking further action. I feared that it could a bid to renew a quarry in the
middle of Mileplain Plantation near Attlebridge would result in damage to ancient woodland.
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Cemex Materials UK Ltd, a
building materials company, is
wants to extract sand and gravel
from within Mileplain Plantation, a
woodland area off Reepham Road
in Attlebridge.
The application made to Norfolk County
Council seeks to renew permission to continue
quarrying at the site, but it is quite apparent that
Mileplain Plantation will suffer direct loss if the
plans are approved.
I found that part of the woodland is
designated as Plantations on Ancient Woodland
Sites (PAWS) and, as such, is afforded level of
protection, despite the fact that the applicant
may claim a national need for the mineral.
Hence my objection.
Norfolk County Council has called for an
archaeological investigation as part of the
planning process, promising that "The impact on
archaeology and woodland areas will fully be
taken into account when it is determined, which
is likely to be during spring this year."
As you all know, ancient woodland is defined as
an irreplaceable habitat and is land that has
been continuously wooded since at least the
1600s. As such, it is afforded some protection
by the government.
Cemex Materials has proposed to plant
trees in a 15m barrier between the quarry site
and woodland to act as a buffer, which I would
argue would be wholly insufficient, although the
council's natural environment team raised no
objections to the plans, stating the proposed
15m buffer was "appropriate" to protect the
ancient woodland.
However, an historic environment officer
from the council raised concerns that there
could be buried archaeological remains at the
site after an Iron Age coin was discovered close
to the proposed quarry.
Broadland District Council, within whose
area the land is located, have also voiced
concerns over the ancient woodland. The
Dereham Times recently reported that, in a letter
to the county council, the Broadland planning
committee suggested areas where some
ancient woodland has already been removed
should be replanted.
There are currently 1,064 ancient woods in
the UK at risk from housing, infrastructure and
other development. This is the first time the
number of woods at risk in the UK has topped
the thousand mark since the Woodland Trust
started compiling data in 1999.
Of the cases the Trust has identified, 801
are live planning applications, while the
remaining 263 are included in council site
allocation plans for areas outlined for future
development such as housing or business.
The rise in the number of threatened woods
is down to a growing number of road and rail

infrastructure projects such as HS2, as well as
a lack of awareness over changes to planning
rules that strengthen protection for ancient
woodlands and trees against inappropriate
development.
800 ancient woods have suffered loss or
damage from development since 1999,
including the felling of smaller parts of the
woodland,
or
close
encroachment
of
development which has put it at risk of pollution,
disturbance or invasive species. However,
1,101 ancient woodlands have been recorded
as being saved since that time.
A
Local
Government
Association
spokesman recently told The Independent that
”Councils are determined to protect and
enhance natural environments, such as ancient
woodland and trees, and many have a long-term
vision for increasing and diversifying local tree
species, including working with volunteer
groups to promote trees and woodland.
“When making decisions on new
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developments, they will always seek to strike a
balance between protecting the environment
and not restricting development in cases where
it would have significant public benefits.”
I don’t need to tell readers that ancient
woodland is one of our most precious natural
habitats; these complex ecosystems have
evolved over centuries and are home to
thousands of species, many of which rely on it
for their survival.
There has to be a limit to this loose and
much over-used (abused?) term “national
need”, especially to inappropriate developments
that could go elsewhere.
I urge you all to make your feelings
regarding this application known to both Norfolk
County Council and Broadland District Council.
We just cannot afford to lose any more ancient
woodland.

Like sand and gravel, ancient
woodland is a “national need”.

Ash Dieback Project Launches
International Year of Plant Health

T

HREE thousand trees have been planted in Hampshire as part of a pioneering project to
tackle the devastating tree disease, ash dieback. The UK’s first Ash Archive has been
established using £1.9 million of government funding and is the culmination of projects
spanning 5 years to identify ash with a high tolerance to the disease.
The archive is a major step
towards maintaining and restoring
ash in the British landscape. It is
intended that it will provide the
basis for a breeding programme of
tolerant ash over time and will
enable
the
development
of
orchards producing commercially
available seed.
On 17 January 2020, the government’s
Chief Plant Health Officer visited the project to
plant one of the last trees in the archive. The
ceremony marked the beginning of the
International Year of Plant Health – a global
initiative to raise awareness on the importance
of healthy plants and trees to protecting nature,
the environment and boosting economic
development.
Ash dieback is a highly destructive disease
which was first identified in the UK in 2012. The
fungus penetrates the leaves of ash trees,
before growing inside the tree eventually
blocking its water transport systems and
causing it to die. Spores of the fungus travel in
the wind, meaning the disease spreads easily
and making it difficult to limit its impact.
However, projects to identify trees which are

tolerant to the disease mean that the population
could recover over time.
Nicola Spence, Defra Chief Plant Health
Officer, said “I’m delighted to acknowledge the
successes of the ash archive project and
welcome the International Year of Plant Health
by planting an ash dieback-tolerant tree.
“This is a damaging disease to our native
ash trees as well as our timber industry. That’s
why since 2012, the Government has invested
more than £6m into ash dieback research and
£4.5m to strengthen border security. As it
stands, we currently have some of the most
stringent import controls in Europe.
“Alongside these measures it is vital that we
continue to work on securing our ash trees for
the future, so I’m thrilled to see the progress that
has been made with the ash archive and look
forward to the advances we can make with
breeding these trees further.
Lord Gardiner, Biosecurity Minister, said
“The International Year of Plant Health is a
timely reminder of the importance of our natural
environment and the action that is required,
from Government and beyond, to protect our
island’s rich heritage of trees and plants from
dangerous diseases such as ash dieback.
“That is why we are committed to funding
innovation in this field. We look forward to
continuing our work with Future Trees Trust and

Forest Research to develop a genetic collection
of trees that will contribute to keeping the iconic
ash tree prevalent in our landscapes.
As part of the Government Ash Research
Strategy, Defra funded two projects which
studied ash trees as they grew to identify those
exhibiting a high degree of tolerance to ash
dieback. These were than grafted on to ash
rootstocks and grown in nurseries before being
planted to form the archive. Working in
collaboration with Future Trees Trust, Forest
Research, Forestry England, Kew Gardens and
Fera the trees will now be used for further
scientific research into the disease.
The next steps for the project are to monitor
tolerance levels of the trees under real-world
conditions and continue to refine the archive by
removing any trees that are damaged by the
disease and replacing them with newlyidentified tolerant trees from the wider
countryside and other trials.
Future Trees Trust Head of Research, Jo
Clark, said “It’s exciting to finally see these trees
planted. They have been selected from across
Britain and we will continue to monitor them over
the next five years to ensure we have the most
tolerant individuals with which to commence a
new breeding programme for ash, thereby
retaining ash as a tree for timber purposes as
well as biodiversity.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Correspondence
Your e-mails, letters and messages by carrier pigeon to Broadsheet

T

HE January edition of Broadsheet prompted the Bard of Coltishall (alias Peter Croot) to
pick up his quill (he’s progressed from tablets of stone!!) to comment on the subject of
meat production and consumption. Seriously though, Crootie wished to defend organic
farming and wrote the following.
Incidentally, I have had this
translated from the original AngloSaxon.
Hello, ol boy!
Reading your article in Broadsheet concerning world-wide meat production, I would agree
with you. However...for the sake of balance...!
Local, and indeed national, farming
methods have the highest standards in the
world (see last Saturday's EDP farming section
for details!) Hopefully, this government will
adhere to standards set and chlorinated chicken

plus hormone injected beef will have no market
here! I used to work in the animal feed industry
before I took up nursing. That is a story for
another day and maybe for inclusion in
Broadsheet!
Another point in favour of dairy, chicken, pig
and whatever other animal that is farmed is the
benefit to the environment!
Indeed, Norfolk Wildlife Trust produce a
management sheet regarding the benefits of
grazing for wildflower meadows, marsh habitats,
etc!
Also, proper organic farming is good for
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local employment and I know local farmers and
butchers who make a successful living locally.
The health benefits of eating a proportion of
meat in our diets is obviously rigorously
discussed but would appear to have a place in
sections of our society!
I might confess though that the free range
pigs living in a field, a couple of fields away from
where I live, when the wind is in the south, test
my appreciation of free range animal
husbandry!
Cheers Pete

Keys Hill Wood, Wroxham
An excellent example of the way in which we can
work together as a Network to achieve better things

O

VER recent months I have included articles and comments on a restoration project I have
been involved in at Keys Hill Wood in Keys Drive, Wroxham and I am now delighted to
report that we have achieved all that we initially set out to do … and more. It really has
been a wonderful example of how, when I agreed to be your Co-ordinator, I envisaged we could
work together to achieve so much more than we can individually.
When I joined Wroxham’s Tree
Warden and Network Executive
Committee member, Angus Turvill,
at Keys Hill Wood with a view to it
becoming a Network project I was
thrilled. It was perfect.
A comparatively small woodland that, whilst
some major tree surgery had been carried out in
the past, was in need of a bit of TLC (Trees Love
Care). I immediately promised my full support
but I wanted to drum up some interest from other
Tree Wardens.
The first stage though was to secure the
support of the parish council, the owner of the
woodland, and gain permission to carry out a
major planting programme, so we drew up a
proper Project Plan which Angus submitted to
the council. It immediately received their full
support.
The Network was delighted to supply 100
trees (all whips up to 1.2m in height) complete
with guards and stakes from our tree planting
budget. So, of course, that meant that we also
had the support of Broadland District Council.
An evening Tree Warden Network visit to
the site whilst not greatly supported did
encourage some interest. The main benefit of
the evening was that Jo Parmenter (Reedham)
compiled a complete species listing as we
walked around. That was to prove invaluable.
From the very start we were grateful for the
constant interest and support we received from
Ian Joynson of Wroxham Parish Council. He
provided an invaluable link and was very keen
to involve the local pupils from Broadland High
School.
Living adjacent to the wood, Ian was able to
unlock and re-lock the vehicular entrance gate
whenever we needed and he was also able to
give us the local community’s views on and
requirements for the wood.
Once our Project Plan had been agreed by
the parish council we approached Broadland
High School and Connor Liley, Head of Year 9,
Teacher of Science and the school’s Duke of
Edinburgh Award Manager, became our link. He
invited us to give a short presentation to the
pupils.
I agreed to deliver that presentation and was
joined by Angus and Ian. We were so pleased
to receive such interest from the pupils. It
formed a great foundation for their involvement
in the project.
Trees were ordered and planting dates set
and it was soon time for our first “event” when
Connor Liley and the pupils joined us for some
site tidying and creation of habitats for wildlife,
particularly hedgehogs. We were so pleased to

welcome Richard Farley, the Brundall Tree
Warden, for the day.
Richard worked for the Broads Authority for
a number of years and holds chainsaw user
certification so was able to saw through the
large felled trunks that the contractors had left
around the site. That provided smaller logs that
could be used to mark paths around the wood.
Then the “big day” arrived. Angus, Ian and
I were joined by Connor Liley and the pupils for
the planting. In addition, I was delighted to
welcome James Cleaver, the Salhouse Tree
Warden, who had previously joined the planting
at Mountfield Park in Hellesdon.
Angus and I had collected the trees and
accessories from Blackrow Nursery the day
before the planting and we were then joined by
Ian as we set out the site, thus saving valuable
time, not to mention confusion on planting day.
An early start on planting day allowed us to
plant 70% of the trees before the pupils arrived
just after lunch. How satisfying it was to be
joined by Members of Wroxham Parish Council
who wanted to plant trees.
They rolled up their sleeves and got their
hands muddy and appeared to enjoy the event.
Needless to say, that bodes well for the future.
The Broadland High pupils had all
remembered what we had told then on their
previous visit and were keen to “get stuck in”
I was so pleased to see each of the groups
we formed for the planting looking for the habitat
piles they had created on their previous visit.
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They didn’t disturb them but just wanted to
ensure they were still there. They were all
delighted when I told them that I had seen
evidence of hedgehogs around the piles.
With all the trees planted and our thanks
and encouragement given to the pupils they
returned to school knowing that they had
planted trees not for themselves … not even for
their children … but for their children’s children
… and beyond.
That wasn’t the end of the project though.
Angus, Richard and I have spent more time
since. Richard has created seats form some of
the larger logs and we have removed neglected
epicormic growth from the limes and
sycamores.
We plan to return again as there is much still
to do. More seats are required so Richard will
be kept busy and some of the older trees require
some attention. As the wood is within a
conservation area that will necessitate a
meeting with Mark Symonds from Broadland
District Council to determine just what we can /
need to do.
The existing trees were, despite the
previous work carried out by Target Trees, not
the greatest specimens on the planet and will
require regular inspection.
I feel that it is important that we continue to
support Angus. There is more to effective
woodland management than just planting a few
trees. However, he should be proud of what he
has achieved to date.

Development of Thorpe Woodlands
The personal thoughts of John Fleetwood,
Co-ordinator of the Broadland Tree Warden Network

O

N Saturday 18 January, together with Thorpe St Andrew Tree Warden Joanne Collins, I
attended a meeting in the Dussindale Centre in Thorpe St Andrew, called to discuss the
development of Thorpe Woodlands. You may recall that it is a subject that has raised
much concern and objection in the past. It continues to do so and, indeed, looks like it will
become the centre of much attention in the coming months.
Joanne and I attended in order to
be aware of feelings and anything
that may be planned, rather than to
take an active part in the meeting.
Broadland District Council Members for the
Thorpe St Andrew North-West Ward, John
Fisher and Ian Mackie also attended and, I think
like Joanne and I, were there for a watching brief
although both had campaigned strongly against
the original planning application.
The meeting had obviously been arranged
by Extinction Rebellion and I would estimate
that the attendance of around 50 people was
equally split between local residents and
Extinction Rebellion members.
For those of you with short memories, or
who were unaware of it at the time, just over a
year ago a long-run campaign to protect the site
from development came to an end when the
developer, Socially Conscious Capital, was
granted planning permission following an
appeal against Broadland District Council's
original decision to refuse permission.
Controversial plans for the development at
Racecourse Plantation were initially refused by
Broadland District Council in June 2017. The
scheme had attracted widespread opposition
from campaigners, local councillors and the
Norfolk Wildlife Trust over the loss of woodland.
However, almost a year after developer
Socially Conscious Capital (SCC) appealed the
refusal, a planning inspector allowed the
scheme to go-ahead.
Inspector Frances
Mahoney concluded the development would not
result in an “adverse impact” on the well-being
of biodiversity in the area.
Racecourse Plantation forms part of the
Thorpe Woodlands, off Plumstead Road East,
and comprises thousands of native and nonnative trees. While the land was designated as
a County Wildlife Site, it was, at the time,
commercially managed for forestry.
SCC had sought permission to build the 300
homes on behalf of landowners, The Thorpe
and Felthorpe Trust. As part of the plans, the
nearby Belmore Plantation would be managed
for “public recreation”, while Brown’s Plantation
would be managed for nature conservation.
Following the decision, NWT conservation
officer Mike Jones said: “We are disappointed
with the decision of the inspector to allow the
housing development at Racecourse Plantation,
a designated County Wildlife Site (CWS). CWS
make up nearly 3% of Norfolk’s land area and
alongside nationally designated sites and nature
reserves are a vital resource for the protection
of what remains of our natural world.”
Broadland District Council said: “We are

naturally disappointed by the outcome but we
are sure the inspectors considered the environmental impacts at length when making their
decision.”
I recall that, at the time, I was asked not to
mention the application or Inquiry in Broadsheet
as we were then The Broadland District Council
Tree Warden Network and any views this newsletter expressed could be claimed to prejudice
the outcome. Being a meek soul I reluctantly
agreed !!
From the outset of the meeting it was
apparent that the greater majority of those
attending did not understand planning law or the
appeal process and had no idea of what
constitutes an ancient woodland. Indeed, I am
tempted to say that some didn’t want to know.
Ian Mackie and John Fisher then
constructively explained the history and the
decision-making process, but some attendees
unfortunately appeared somewhat dismissive.
The misunderstanding about “ancient woodland” continued so John Fisher suggested that,
as Co-ordinator of our Network, I would be bestplaced to clear up the misunderstanding.
I explained that ancient woodland is land
that has been continuously wooded since 1600
AD in England, Wales and Northern Ireland and
since 1750 in Scotland.
I then explained that the claim that the
woods were “ancient” was actually based on
sound evidence, there being many “indicators”,
but the applicants retained the services of Oliver
Rackham, OBE, FBA, an academic at Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge who studied the
ecology, management and development of the
British countryside, especially trees, woodlands
and wood pasture. His books included Ancient
Woodland and The History of the Countryside.
Rackham (now deceased) was recognised
as the world’s leading authority on ancient
woodlands so, when he stated that Thorpe
Woodlands are not ancient woodlands Government Inspector Frances Mahoney had little
choice but to agree and upheld the appeal.
Much discussion ensued and there was an
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agreement to contact the developer. Although
several attendees wanted an aggressive
approach I was pleased that it was eventually
decided to basically ask the developer to
reconsider and save some, if not all, of the
woods.
Leafleting and flyposting were obviously
discussed in depth. So I have no doubt that you
will soon be seeing them
I was very disappointed to learn from the
meeting agenda that ”some Direct Action” had
already been taken by Extinction Rebellion.
That action included the “spiking” of trees.
Tree spiking involves hammering a metal
rod, nail or other material into a tree trunk, either
inserting it at the base of the trunk where a
logger might be expected to cut into the tree, or
higher up where it would affect the sawmill later
processing the wood.
It is used to prevent logging by risking
damage to saws, in the forest or at the mill, if the
tree is cut. The spike can also lower the
commercial value of the wood by causing
discoloration, reducing the economic viability of
logging in the long term, without threatening the
life of the tree.
If you have ever used a chainsaw you will
know only too well that encountering such an
object in a tree will not only damage your saw
but could result in a serious injury to the
operator.
Needless to say, spiking a tree can seriously
threaten the heath of the very tree the “spiker”
wants to protect. Therefore, Broadsheet cannot
accept, support or condone the spiking of trees
under any circumstances.
Woodlands are places of peace and
tranquillity. They are places to be valued, loved,
cherished and respected. No, the developer
doesn’t care about the woodland.
It just
represents an opportunity to make money.
Therefore, I believe that we should object to the
plans as much and for as long as we possibly
can.
I basically agree with the meeting. We must
do all we possibly can to prevent development
of Thorpe Woods. However, that doesn’t mean
that we turn those very woodlands into places of
conflict. Places where we damage the very
things we are fighting to protect. Places where
we threaten the safety of fellow human beings
as they encounter spikes with their chainsaws.
Surely we are above that? Surely we
haven’t exhausted “friendly” negotiation yet?
Any protest must be lawful and should not
damage the very trees we care for.
Or am I to believe that the chance of conflict
is more appealing than saving our precious
environment? I sincerely hope not.

Dr Jo’s Corner
The column by Jo Parmenter, Reedham’s Parish Tree Warden

G

UELDER ROSE Viburnum opulus is our native member of the vast Viburnum family,
beloved of many ecologists as they often combine a source of nectar with berries, and
sometimes glorious fragrance as well. It is native to Europe, northern Africa and central
Asia and is also known as dogberry, water elder, cramp bark, snowball tree and European
cranberry bush.
It is a deciduous shrub reaching
heights between 4 and 5m with
rather maple-like, palmately lobed
leaves which turn crimson before
falling in autumn.
In summer the shrub sports flat clusters of
small white flowers surrounded by larger sterile
flowers which are followed by these glorious

translucent red berries that happily are slightly
less-favoured by birds so that we can enjoy
them into late winter after which they are,
inevitably, eaten by a variety of bird species
including thrushes, waxwing and also bullfinch.
Although it can be used in mixed-berry
jellies, it is best avoided by humans as it is mildly
toxic.
Guelder rose is a calciphile and, as with
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many other calciphile species such as purging
buckthorn, it is equally at home in hedgerows on
chalk as in calcareous fens.
Another of its alternative names, swampelder, demonstrates its preference for boggy
areas. Look for it on the wooded edges of fens,
and also around nature reserve car-parks!

The Case of The Llandegley Yew
By Janis Fry, Llandybïe, WLS, UK

A

YEAR or so ago the Church in Wales protested there was no need for legislation to
protect ancient yews as they had it all in hand and could put people in touch with
recommended tree surgeons if work was needed to be done to one of its yew trees! Sadly
the case of a butchered yew of over a thousand years at Llandegley, Powys, illustrates how
very much such legislation is needed.
The church warden thought the
yew was leaning and dangerous
and was given the go ahead from
the Church in Wales Head of
Property Services to employ a local
tree surgeon who said the yew tree
was not ancient but was rotten,
likely to fall and needed pollarding
(a
procedure
definitely
not
recommended for old yews!).
All branches from the yew were then
removed before work was stopped. The Church
now says they were probably ill advised. To
make matters worse, foliage from branches
falling into the neighbouring field caused the
death of 3 sheep.
An ancient tree specialist, later brought in,
confirmed that the yew is an ancient yew and
advised that it wasn’t and isn’t dangerous, nor is
it rotten. Ancient yews are typically hollow but
this doesn’t mean they are rotten.
Locals were further upset by the insensitivity
of the church newsletter which described the
vandalism of the yew tree as a ‘makeover’.

Locals described the tree as ‘dearly beloved’.
The Church Property Committee said decisions
about the fate of the yew had been based on
‘inaccurate information’.
Knowing what the yew is capable of, in
decades to come, the trunk could sprout again,
as did the older Gwenlais Valley yew, which
suffered a similar fate. Llandegley has already
lost all its other yews, which were described in
Lewis’ 1834 ‘Topographical Dictionary of Wales
as ‘some of the finest yew trees in south Wales’.
Archdeacon Alen Jevons said “Very sad
about the Llandegley yew but there should be a
more robust system in future. The problem will
of course still remain that some parishes are not

aware of the regulations and will undertake work
without permissions. We will need to try to be
vigilant about this.”
Is this really good enough that the fate of our
ancient yews, the largest collection in the world
is down to trying to be vigilant in future? People
who love trees will surely agree that our
precious ancient yews deserve better than this.
Andy Egan, erstwhile CEO of the
International Tree Foundation said “That's
terrible news about the yew at Llandegley. Is
there anything you think can be done to help
prevent other churches doing this? Can a letter
be sent to every church? Can we ask them to
consult with the Ancient Tree Forum if they have
a concern about a yew or other ancient tree on
their land, or their local tree warden or The Tree
Council?”
Jane Stevens one of the concerned local
people who tried to stop the damage said “I do
hope the church will change the way their yews
are looked after so no other ancient yews are
butchered by farmers / tree surgeons with
chainsaws.”
I so hope the Church is listening but the only
way to be sure of protection of our ancient yews
is through Legal Protection.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Tree Preservation Orders and
Conservation Area News
Broadland Tree Preservation Orders Served, Confirmed and Revoked
TPO Number

Address

Served

Trees Protected

Status

2019 No 8 (1301)

1 South Avenue, Thorpe St Andrew

23/08/2019

3 x cypress

Appeals Panel held on
29 January 2020.
Confirmed with
modification.

2019 No 9 (1302)

43 & 45 Rosa Close, Spixworth

17/10/2019

2 Multi-stemmed Lime

Appeals Panel held on
29 January 2020.
Confirmed.

Current Works to Trees Subject to a Tree Preservation Order and Section
211 Notifications for Works to Trees Within Conservation Areas
App No

Address

Species / Requested Works

Received

20191487

Thatched House, 10 The Street,
Coltishall

Coppicing of 6 sallow and 3 silver birch. Currently 8m in Height.

19/09/2019
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20191501

3 Station Road, Foulsham

Yew trees - removal of branches overhanging boundary.

24/09/2019

20191541

29 Charles Close, Wroxham

T1 oak - crown raise to give 4-5m clearance.
T2 cypress & T3 apple – fell.

Approved

20191544

Broadway, 6 Staitheway Road, Wroxham

Cedar - fell and replant with Liquidamber and birch.

Withdrawn

20191561

10 The Avenue, Wroxham

T1 Lawson cypress – fell.

20191569

68 St Williams Way, Thorpe St Andrew

T1 oak - end weight reduction. Reduce width from 13.5m 8m.

20191601

Unit 3 Sapphire House, Roundtree Way,
Sprowston

Removal of 7 dead trees.

Approved

20191639

30 Yare View Close, Reedham

T1 silver birch – fell.

Approved

20191672

Spennithorne , 23 Brook Street, Buxton
With Lamas

Beech – fell.

Withdrawn

20191739

Goldfinch, Beech Road, Wroxham

T1, T2, T3 and T4 ash – fell.

Withdrawn

20191764

The Loft, Aylsham Water Mill, Mill Row,
Aylsham

Lime – fell.

20191768

Belt Farm, Mill Row, Aylsham

T1- fell.
T2 yew - crown lift to 4m & reduce laterals to rear of property by 2-2.5m.
T3 sycamore - remove to coppice.
T4 - remove all sycamore stems and holly 5m of garden wall.

20191781

Brook House ,2 Parkside Drive,
Old Catton

T1 Lawson cypress - fell due to proximity to wall and driveway and low
amenity value.
T2 oak - removal of deadwood.

Approved

20191782

Squirrels Oak, 16 Gardyn Croft,
Taverham

T1 oak - current height 9m. Reduce eastern portion of crown from 6m to
5m.

Approved

20191785

Ivy Cottage, 13 Yarmouth Road,
Thorpe St Andrew

T1 field maple - crown lift 4 lowest branches to provide clearance over
outbuilding; reduce smaller co-dominant stem to a pollard point around
1m from main stem; and remove hanging branch and sever ivy.

Approved

20191786

Rosewalls, 22 Plumstead Road, Great
Little Plumstead

Silver birch – fell.

Approved

20191787

Cardinals Hat, Back Street, Reepham

2 x birch – fell to near ground level.

Withdrawn

20191798

25 Spinney Road, Thorpe St Andrew

Beech at front of property - reduce overextended limb which has a
current length of 15m by no more than 5m.

Approved

20191827

Point House, 5 High Street, Coltishall

T1 lime - reduce crown min height of 12m and width of approx 6-7m.
T2 silver birch - fell to just above ground level.
T3 lime - reduce crown by 2m to leave min height of 9m and width of
approx 4 -5m.

20191836

210 St Faiths Road, Old Catton

T1 Acer - cut back overhang by approximately 2m.

Approved

20191837

208 St Faiths Road, Old Catton

T1 sycamore - current height 16m. Crown lift to 5m and reduce branches
overhanging boundary from 7m to 2m.
T2 yew - current height 12m. Crown lift to 4m, and reduce branches
overhanging boundary from 5.5m to 2m.
T3 yew - current height 12m. Crown lift to 4m, and reduce branches
overhanging boundary from 8m to 4m.
T4 sycamore - current height 16m. Crown lift to 5m and reduce branches
overhanging boundary from 5m to 2m.
T5 sycamore - current height 16m. Crown lift to 5m and reduce branches
overhanging boundary from 4.5m to 2m.
T6 & T7 oak - current height 14m. Crown lift to 4.5m and reduce
branches overhanging boundary from 5m to 2m.
T8 sycamore - current height 15m. Crown lift to 5m and reduce branches
overhanging boundary from 6m to 3m.

Withdrawn

20191866

The Walled Garden, Hospital Road, Little
Plumstead

G1 yew trees - raise extended limbs above ground level from 3 x yew
trees by 2.5-3m.
T2 & T4 holm oak, T3 lime and T5 ash – fell.

Approved

20191882

Headlands, The Street, Halvergate

1 x small, 1 x medium and 1 x large conifers – fell.

Approved

20191883

64 Lower Street, Salhouse

Indian bean tree – fell.
Acer - current height 18m, reduce by 4m; current width 14m, reduce by
3m.

Approved

20191890

19 Breck Farm Lane, Taverham

T1 cedar - cut overhanging branches back to fence line.

Approved

15 Station New Road, Brundall

T581 sycamore – fell.
T582 wild cherry - remove lower crossing branch leading from main stem
to sub-dominant leaning stem to prevent future structural failure of
crossing branch and/or stem.

Approved

20191902
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20191905

19 Pond Lane, Drayton

W1 willow - reduce stem leaning towards bungalow back to large union.
Re-pollard on same leaning stem up to 10% where necessary on limb
towards neighbours NW. Reduce lower north facing branch by up to
1.8m giving a radius of approx 6.5m. Height of tree approx 20m.
Possible reduction of up to 3m giving finished height of approx 17m.

20191913

15 The Street, Burgh & Tuttington

T1 & T2 Scots pine - current height 12m, reduce to approx 10-11m;
current spread 8m, reduce to approx 7m.

20191917

Thamesdene, Scotch Hill Road,
Taverham

G1 - 1 x Norway spruce, 1 x Scots pine and 1 x hawthorn – remove.

20191919

14 Mill Reach, Buxton

To be confirmed

Split decision

20191927

Spinney Lodge, 16 White Lion Road,
Coltishall

Ash - current height 25m with stem diameter of about 1m. Remove large
lower branch due to wound. Remove large branch above that to reduce
weight, as tree has a significant lean over highway and by reducing the
weight it should hopefully prevent the tree falling into the road.

Approved

20191929

Manor Cottage, 67 Church Street,
Coltishall

Sycamore - current height 12m, centre stem reduction to approx 9m.
Lower lateral branches reduce by up to 3m giving a radius of approx
3.5m.
3 x Lawson cyprus - reduce to approx 2.4m, founded in uncompacted
mound currently.
Thuja hedge - reduce up to 1.8m.
Yew - reduce lateral west facing side up to 2.5m as overhanging fence;
reduce height by approx 1.5m giving finished height of approx 4m.
Holly - reduce by approx 2.5m, giving approx 3.5m finished height.
Apple - re-pollard.

Approved

20191936

Haveringland Hall Country Park,
Cawston

T17 copper beech - remove all eastern branches (10+) and one western
limb above property.
T78 silver birch – remove limbs over property.
T75 oak - remove limbs over gas tank.

20191937

Willow End, Swan Plain, Horsham St
Faith

Ash - reduce back from building to leave clearance of approx 3-5m.

Approved

20191943

17 Giles Road, Spixworth

T1 oak – approx height 22m, crown raise to approx 6 m removing /
reducing lower branches (as indicated on picture). Branch A approx
7.5m long - reduce back to primary growth point on major scaffold limb.
Branch B approx 4.5m long - reduce back to main stem. Branch C
approx 10.6m long - reduce back to main stem. Branch D approx 9m
long – reduce back to main stem. Branches A and C - poor previous
pruning cuts from permitted reduction where branches should have been
drop crotched but have been stub ended. Removal of branches should
negate any future tree work.

Approved

20191947

21 Charles Close, Wroxham

T1 beech - reduce overhang of greenhouse from 3.5m to 2.5m at No.25.

Approved

20191950

48 Charles Close, Wroxham

T1 oak - reduce height from 16m to 14.5m and sides from 5m to 3m.

Approved

20191961

Point House, 5 High Street, Coltishall

T1 lime - raise crown over highway and parking to give clearance of 56m and prune away from building by 2m.
T2 silver birch - fell to just above ground level.
T3 lime: reduce crown by 2m to leave height of 9m and width of 4-5m.

Approved

20191975

Hall Farm Cottage, Hall Drive, Salhouse

Row of 13 leylandii – fell. The stumps will be ground out.
1 x leylandii and 1x ash – fell.

Approved

20191982

Bircham Centre, Market Place, Reepham

T1 and T2 holly – fell.

20191983

Budgens of Aylsham, 14 Norwich Road,
Aylsham

T1 & T2 goat willow saplings and T3 conifer – fell.
T4 - all other ash trees along boundary - remove low overhanging
branches up to 3m.
T5 - reduce all shrubs to fence height.

20200008

White House, 105 Yarmouth Road,
Thorpe St Andrew

T1 robinia - reduce to provide 1.5m clearance from house and 1m from
traffic lights. Reduce crown spread from 9m to 6m.

20200009

2 Beech Court, Beech Avenue,
Taverham

G2 (TG 15363, 14313) - remove of dead grand fir.

20200016

1 Belmore Road, Thorpe St Andrew

T1 beech - dismantle to main break in fork (approx 1.8m above ground
level). Tree has Meripilus giganteus on root plate.

20200023

69 Spixworth Road, Old Catton

T1 tew – fell and replace with 2 fruit trees to add to existing orchard.

Approved

20200024

Wroxham Cottage, 15 The Avenue,
Wroxham

Leyland cypress x 3 – remove.

Approved

20200026

Gilden Croft, 56 Norwich Road, Horsham
and Newton St Faiths

T3 cherry - existing height 12m, reduce to 6m.
T4 yew - existing height 10m, reduce to 6m.

Approved

20200032

Old Catton VC Middle School, Church
Street, Old Catton

T1 mature lime - reduce height from 21m to 17.5m and shape into
natural dome shape.
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Approved

Approved

Approved

20200035

Burgh House, Burgh Road, Aylsham

Sycamore x 2 – remove.

20200040

Lodge Farm Court, Repton Avenue,
Old Catton

T4 blue Atlas cedar - reduce crown height from 14m to approx 12m and
crown spread from 6m to a maximum of 5m.
T7 blue Atlas cedar – fell,

20200041

Oak Lea, 11 Burnt House Road, Cantley

Oak - crown raise to approx 7m high from the road height.

20200042

Gilden Croft, 56 Norwich Road,
Horsham and Newton St Faith

Removal of 2 dead horse-chestnuts and 1 dead ash.

20200048

St Andrews Park, Thorpe St Andrew

T41 – cedar – fell.

Approved

20200050

Heydon Estate, The Street, Heydon

T1 holly and T8 oak – remove.
T2 beech - crown reduction to leave 4m width.
T3 yew - crown lift 1m.
T4 yew - crown reduce to leave width of 4m and height of 6m.
T5 Portuguese laurel - reduce to coppice.
T6 oak - crown lift to 6m.

Approved

20200054

1 The Maltings, Millgate, Aylsham

Silver birch – fell.

20200102

3 The Meadows, Aylsham

Norway spruce – fell.

20200136

139 Norwich Road, Wroxham

Lawson cypress x 3 – remove.

20200137

101 Lower Street, Salhouse

Willow – dead. Remove.

20200140

15 Shakespeare Way, Taverham

English oak - reduce west by 4m, north-east by 2m and canopy all over
house by 2m.

20200141

15 Shakespeare Way, Taverham

Turkey oak T3 - reduce north-east crown by 4m, crown south-east over
roof and crown south-west by 4m.

20200148

Air Training Corps HQ, Chartwell Road,
Sprowston

Remove lower branch broken at main stem and hooked into the tree
canopy.

20200152

Old Brewery Mews, Granary Loke,
Ollands Road, Reepham

Oak - remove epicormic growth within crown. Reduce away from eastern
building by 1m and to the southern side by 1.5m, both to suitable pruning
points retaining crown shape.

20200168

The Croft, 92 Taverham Road,
Taverham

T1 multi-stemmed oak - remove one stem leaning over neighbouring
property.

20200177

1 Hillside Road, Thorpe St Andrew

G1 Malus spp - prune back to previous pruning points (reducing by
around 1.5m to a height of 2m) and thin by 15%.
T2 holly - reduce by 1m from 4m to 3m.
T3 bay laurel - reduce from around 7m to 5m.
T4 magnolia - thin by 20% and reduce extremities growing toward
neighbours and over outbuilding by a maximum of 1m.

20200180

Tanamera, 165 Shakespeare Way,
Taverham

T1 poor specimen oak leaning heavily and suppressed by surrounding
trees - fell.

20200182

12 Plumstead Road, Thorpe End

Refer to report.

20200183

Drayton Grove, Drayton

Refer to report.

20200191

61 Charles Close, Wroxham

T1 sweet chestnut – re-pollard back to previous points.

20200192

41 Low Road, Hellesdon

T1 beech - raise canopy to 5m all round to allow more light. Reduce
lateral branches growing toward the property by 2-3m from 7m to avoid
future damage to the property.

Explanatory Notes:
1)

App No is the unique Broadland District Council Planning Application number allocated to the application to carry out work and is the number by
which progress of the application may be traced. Any comment, objection, support or request for information should quote this number.

2)

Address is the address to which the application for work relates. In other words, it is the address where the trees for which the application is
made are located.

3)

Species / Requested Works is the species of the tree(s) concerned and details of the work proposed. A reference such as T1, T2 or G1 may
also appear and that is simply a reference to the tree(s) on the TPO, Conservation Order or simply on the application.

4)

Received is either the date on which the application was received by Broadland District Council or the actual decision.

5)

This list is not designed to be a definitive list of all the relevant details. The reader should always refer to the specific application on the
Broadland District Council “Planning Explorer” at https://secure.broadland.gov.uk/Northgate/PlanningExplorer/GeneralSearch.aspx to view the
application or read the Council’s decision.
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